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THE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT OF EDMUND RICE COLLEGE 

Edmund Rice Education Australia (EREA) was established to succeed to, carry on 
and expand the education ministries conducted by the Congregation of Christian 
Brothers in Australia. The purpose of EREA is to own, govern, manage and conduct 
these ministries in fulfilment of the mission of Jesus Christ in the Catholic tradition 
and in continuation of the charism of Blessed Edmund Rice. 
 
EREA Council 

The members of the Council of EREA are the governing body of EREA under canon 
law and they are also the members of the body corporate known as Trustees of 
Edmund Rice Education Australia under civil law. The members of the EREA Council 
are appointed by the Congregation Leader of the Christian Brothers. The EREA 
Council appoints the EREA Board and delegates to it certain responsibilities related 
to the management and strategic direction of EREA. 

The EREA Council (as canonical stewards): 

• Ensures the Identity of EREA as  § Catholic, and  § An expression of the 
charism of Blessed Edmund Rice  

• Relates on behalf of EREA to Church authorities  
• Approves the establishment or termination of an apostolic work of EREA.  The 

EREA Council (as civil stewards):  
• Is the proprietor of the schools  
• Approves the acquisition or alienation of the resources of EREA (according to 

the Constitution).   

EREA Board   

• Sets the strategic directions for EREA  
• Sets the operational policy framework;  
• Oversees the financial well-being of EREA and each of the schools;  
• Oversees the management of EREA;  
• Contributes to the nurturing of key external relationships;  
• Provides opportunities for formation in the mission of the Catholic Church and 

the charism of Edmund  Rice;  
• Supports and guides the Executive.  

 The Executive Director   

• Provides day to day leadership and management of the operation of all EREA 
schools.  

• Implements the strategy and policy approved by the EREA Board,  
• Articulates the Vision and Mission of EREA and provides leadership which 

empowers others to bring the EREA Charter to life.   
• Appoints staff to fulfil the leadership, management and operational structures 

of EREA and ensures the provision of appropriate faith formation and spiritual 
development of all staff. 

•  Ensures the sustainability, growth and development of EREA while complying 
with statutory obligations.   
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Schools   

The Executive Director delegates the day-to-day operation of EREA schools to 
Principals and certain other responsibilities to School Boards.  
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MISSION STATEMENT 

 “The mission of Edmund Rice College is to be an authentic Catholic community 
grounded in Gospel values and inspired by the tradition of Edmund Rice. Through 
quality learning and teaching experiences the College seeks to challenge each 
person to be critical and reflective thinkers who engage with the world in a context of 
service and solidarity.” 
 
OUR VISION 

Edmund Rice College is an authentic Catholic school community for boys, grounded 
in Gospel values and inspired by the tradition of Edmund Rice, based on the Charter 
for EREA schools and the touchstones of Liberating Education, Inclusive 
Community, Gospel Spirituality and Justice & Solidarity. 
Our purpose is to provide quality learning and teaching experiences in an authentic 
Catholic environment so that our students become critical and reflective learners 
who engage with the world in a context of service and solidarity. 
Our strategy is to inspire, develop and affirm students to be life-long learners, 
committed to the common good, by challenging staff to contribute to robust and 
innovative learning experiences and teaching practices that build connectedness and 
commitment to personal growth for all members of our community. 
 
OUR VALUES 

The core values of Edmund Rice College are embedded in the touchstones of a 
Catholic school in the Edmund Rice tradition. The College values of Compassion, 
Dignity, Service and Solidarity are reflected across the touchstones of Liberating 
Education, Inclusive Community, Gospel Spirituality and Justice & Solidarity. 
Compassion: Acting with respect and moral purpose in order to do what is right and 
focus our efforts on the things that matter most, particularly with respect to the 
vulnerable. 
Dignity: Understanding the inherent value in every person and the natural world so 
that we act with love and deepen our commitment to learning, increasing our 
capacity to make the world a better place. 
Service: Placing the other first, in an effort to share our God-given talents with our 
world, especially those on the margins. 
Solidarity: Embracing openness, trust, teamwork, diversity and right relationships in 
order to build a better world for all. 
We are successful when members of our community: 

- Start each day with a sense of purpose and end the day with a sense of 
accomplishment. 

- Demonstrate commitment to building the Kingdom of God, through daily 
practices that are governed by compassion and respect. 

- Experience sustained learning growth. 
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- Are engaged in quality learning and teaching experiences that are innovative, 
reflective and pedagogically sound, delivered in a technologically rich and 
supportive classroom environment. 
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STRATEGIC DOMAINS AND GOALS 

Strategic 
Domain 

Broad Strategic Goal Intended Improvement 

Catholic Life To provide experiences 
in being a vibrant 
member of a Catholic 
College in the Edmund 
Rice tradition. 
 

That the lived experience of being a 
member of the Edmund Rice College 
Community be formative, liberating and 
contributing to a just and peaceful world . 
  

Student 
Wellbeing 

To provide each student 
with quality pastoral 
support that builds and 
sustains dignity, respect 
and the capacity for 
quality relationships. 
 

That students will develop into fine young 
men with attributes of respect, 
compassion, justice, resilience and 
confidence.  

Student 
Learning 

To foster each student’s 
engagement in relevant 
and dynamic learning so 
that his potential can be 
realised. 
 
 

That students will be independent, critical, 
reflective, creative, collaborative and 
resilient learners who are equipped for 
lifelong learning.  

Pedagogy and 
Curriculum 
Provision 

To provide the highest 
quality of teaching in an 
educationally rich and 
robust setting that offers 
a broad and dynamic 
curriculum.  
 

That the College fosters a climate of 
dynamic curriculum development and 
professional learning that meets the 
needs of the 21st century learner, 
consistent with quality practice in boys’ 
education. 
 

Strategic 
Leadership and 
Resourcing the 
College 

To build a contemporary, 
collaborative and well-
resourced learning 
environment which 
exemplifies ethical 
governance, high 
standards and 
compliance.  

That the College cultivates  an 
accomplished, well-resourced staff who 
are dedicated to their students and 
undertake their responsibilities 
enthusiastically and professionally.  

College 
Community 
Partnerships 
and 
Consultation 

To sustain a relevant and 
highly effective school 
that enjoys healthy and 
dynamic partnerships 
with all stakeholders.  

That the College promotes open dialogue 
with parents/carers and commits to rich 
partnerships with all stakeholders and 
outside agencies.  
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EDUCATIONAL GOALS 
 

Religious Education and Faith Development 
The College provides courses in religion studies which allow students to achieve a 

sound knowledge of the Catholic Faith and its traditions as well as an appreciation of 

the beliefs and traditions of other major world religions. 

 

Together with the spiritual experiences of liturgies and the retreat programmes in the 

senior years, the classroom curriculum in religion provides the opportunity for a 

structured development of a faith experience. 

 

Social Responsibility, Justice and Service to Others 

The College promotes the concept of a community in which students develop a 

sense of belonging together with an understanding of the need to focus on the well-

being of others in the various communities of which they are a part.  The Christian 

Service Learning Programme requires of students across Years 7-12, the completion 

of a number of hours of service to others.  The requirements of this programme 

progress in an age relevant way as the students move through the adolescent years. 

 
Pastoral Care and Discipline 

The College Pastoral Care Policy emerges from the guiding principles of the Charter 

for the Catholic schools in the Edmund Rice tradition. The Touchstones of the 

Charter underpin the guiding principles accordingly: 

• As an Inclusive Community Edmund Rice College provides pastoral care 

that nurtures the dignity of each person as a child formed in the image of 

God. 

• As a school community offering a Liberating Education the College offers a 

learning culture that enables students to experience success within a safe 

and healthy environment. 
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• As a College in the Edmund Rice tradition the College emphasises a 

Gospel Spirituality by modeling the Gospel values of compassion, justice 

and sacredness of each person. 

• As an Edmund Rice School modeled on Justice and Solidarity the College 

utilises and develops a curriculum that integrates the themes of justice and 

peace, respect and tolerance. 

 
Pastoral Care and Discipline Goals 

The College promotes the creation of a safe and just environment based on 

Christian values and clearly expressed rights and responsibilities. Through 

recognition of student effort and achievement and through guidance and correction, 

students are challenged and assisted to develop self-esteem, self-discipline and 

respect for others. 

 
The philosophy that underpins the care and wellbeing of the boys at the College is 

guided by the charism of Blessed Edmund Rice in the context of Catholic values 

which at its centre is the protection of the dignity and worth of the individual. 

 

The College promotes the creation of a safe and just environment clearly expressed 

through structured Rights and Responsibilities Programme operating across Years 

7-10.  The programme emphasises recognition of and reward for positive 

contributions and achievements both in and out of the classroom, as well as 

QUALITIES 
OF A GOOD 

MAN  
CORE 

ASPECT: 

COMPASSION AND SERVICE 

LISTENS 

HARDWORKING 

SETS A GOOD EXAMPLE 

TRUSTWORTHINESS 

STANDS UP FOR  WHAT HE 
BELIEVES IN 

RESPECT FOR OTHERS 
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consequences for actions and behaviours that impact negatively on the rights of 

others. 

 

All teaching staff members are involved in the implementation of this programme 

through their membership of a particular year group Pastoral Care Team.  Each of 

these teams operates under the direction of a Co-ordinator who receives both a 

period and salary allowance equivalent to the Heads of Department. 

 

The oversight of the Pastoral Care Programme rests with the Deputy Principal who 

works closely with the six Year Co-ordinators.  Each teacher in the Pastoral Care 

Team is generally responsible for approximately 15 students not only for 

administrative purposes but also for developing a knowledge of and relationship with 

them.  Members of the Pastoral Care Teams will be involved in a variety of Year 

Group activities including the Outdoor Education Camps in Years 7-10 and the 

Senior Retreats in Years 11-12.  Regular communication with parents, both formal 

and informal, underpins the operation of the Pastoral Care Programme at the 

College. 

 

Learning and Curriculum 
The comprehensive nature of the student population requires that we provide a 

broad range of curriculum offerings that cater for the individual interests and abilities 

of our students across Years 7-12.  The scope and delivery of the curriculum reflect 

the learning needs of boys at the changing stages of adolescence between 12 and 

18 years.  Considerable time and effort have been spent over the past 10 years in 

reviewing and modifying teaching strategies to cater for the learning styles of boys.  

The professional review process in which all our teaching staff members are involved 

requires each teacher to reflect on the techniques and methods used in the 

classroom in the light of best practice for boys.  This process also involves teacher 

reflection on the views of students through structured classroom surveys. 

 
Co-Curricular Programme 
The College as a matter of policy runs an extensive co-curricular programme to 

augment the classroom curriculum, provide for the sporting, performing and cultural 

interests of the students, to assist with individual personal development and the 
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building of relationships, and to promote the concept of service to others.  All the 

teaching staff, and a number of the support staff, are involved in the co-curricular 

programme – indeed it would be nowhere near as extensive without this broadly 

based support.  This programme is integral to the provision of the variety so 

necessary for the effective education of boys. 

 

Access and Equity 
The College is committed to making enrolment accessible regardless of financial, 

academic, family, cultural, psychological or physical conditions which may be 

present.  Apart from the availability of fee relief, a range of staff support students in 

need once they join the College community and augment the general curriculum and 

pastoral care structure.  The College employs:- 

 

• Teachers and Aides to support students with learning difficulties integrated 

into the classroom. 

• A School Student Counsellor  

• A Careers Adviser to assist all students with careers advice and support as 

well as individual students with special needs with school to work transition 

programmes in co-operation with a variety of community based/government 

supported agencies. 

• An Aboriginal Education Assistant to support our indigenous students, 

develop relationships with the local indigenous community and promote the 

awareness of indigenous issues in the broader school community. 

 

. 
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BOYS EDUCATION 
Underpinning all that we do in our commitment to the education and development of 

boys through the adolescent years.  The decisions we make, the processes we 

develop, the practices we follow and the outcomes we strive to achieve are carried 

out within the context of best practice for boys. 

 

Basic Principles Relating To The Education Of Boys At Edmund Rice College 
 

• The development of positive relationships is critical to the successful 

education of boys. These relationships are between teacher and student as 

well as between student and student. 

– The teacher’s enjoyment of teaching and working with young people 

needs to be obvious.  

– The teacher must strike a good balance between asserting authority 

and being relaxed and tolerant, injecting and permitting humour in the 

classroom, and respecting boys’ opinions and perspectives. 

– A good relationship with the student, encompassing attributes such as 

respect, knowing and understanding the student, active listening, 

humour, and flexibility is essential. 

• Developing more variety in teaching strategies and assessment methods with 

a view to accommodating different learning styles 

• Boys learn best by doing and participating rather than sitting and listening. 

Active and practical learning is very important 

• Boys are not all the same. Therefore, room for diverse ways of learning 

among boys is important 

• Boys are not naturally risk takers (not to be confused with boys being 

impulsive) particularly when challenged to participate in something different or 

setting personal educational goals outside their comfort zone. Teachers must 

assist boys to raise their personal academic expectations. Boys should be 

encouraged to set short term, tangible learning goals. 
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– The importance of assigning work that challenges students and is 

intellectually demanding (providing students with a sense that they are 

being extended or learning something new) must be given priority 

• Structured instruction and lessons, with an emphasis on short-term, 

challenging tasks and targets, and with frequent changes of activity. This 

involves clear and explicit steps for task completion and the use of scaffolds. 

Boys should be provided with clear objectives 

– The need to maximise opportunities for mastery and success including 

sound and clear structure of lessons and tasks, scaffolding, chunking 

larger (or open) tasks into smaller (or closed) tasks, and clear, explicit 

explanations 

– Building more opportunities for success into boys’ schoolwork 

– Looking for the best in boys – catching them being good and doing 

something well 

– Providing boys with more choices in content to be covered, learning 

methods, and assessment methods. 

• We must continue to focus on literacy. Early diagnosis and intervention for 

those at risk of literacy underachievement is critical. 
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FACILITIES AND CURRICULUM 
 
Facilities 

Chapel 
Multi-purpose learning 

space 
Sporting fields 

Technology rooms Art rooms Library Learning Centre 

Computer classrooms Music rooms Language laboratory 

Science laboratories 
Metal & Engineering Trade 

Training Centre 

The ERC Sports 

Hall/Gymnasium/Assembly 

Hall 

 

Electives Years Stage 5:  

Chinese Italian Commerce 

Food Technology  Visual Arts Music 

Graphics Technology 
Industrial Technology 

(Timber)  

Industrial Technology 

(Engineering) 

Physical Activity and 

Sports Studies 
Drama 

Information and Software 

Technology 

Visual Design 
Photographic & Digital 

Media 
 

   

 

Electives Years 11 and 12:  

English (Advanced) English ( Standard) English Extension 1 

English Extension II General Mathematics Mathematics 

Mathematics Extension 1  Mathematics Extension II Studies of Religion 1 

Studies of Religion 2 Catholic Studies Drama  

Music I Visual Arts Ancient History 

Modern History History Extension PD/Health/PE 

Chinese Continuers 
French Continuers 

(distance education) 
Senior Science 

Biology Chemistry Physics 

Geography Business Studies Economics 
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Legal Studies   

Industrial Technology 

(Automotive) 

Industrial Technology 

(Furniture and Timber 

Products) 

Industrial Technology 

(Graphics Industries) 

Information Processes and 

Technology 

Software Design and 

Development 

Sport, Lifestyle and 

Recreation 

Construction (VET) 
Metal and Engineering 

(VET) 
Hospitality (VET) 

 
Compulsory Subjects: 

Religious Education (Years 7-12) 

English (Years 7-12) 

Mathematics (Years 7-11) 

PDHPE (Years 7-10) 

Science (Years 7-10) 

History (Years 7-10) 

Geography (Years 7-10). 

 
 
Sport:  

Athletics Rugby Union Rugby League 

Australian Rules Football Soccer Cricket 

Tennis Swimming Cross Country 

Basketball Volleyball Mountain Bike Riding 

Surfing Hockey  

 

Extracurricular activities:  

Drama Music Debating 

Mock Trial Public Speaking Chess 

Outdoor Education through Years 7 to 10 Eco ERC Retreat Programme 

Student Representative Council Peer Support 
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STUDENT ENROLMENTS 
The table below shows the distribution of student numbers across the various year 

groups. 

 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

7 129 164 144 173 203 180 206 218 

8 124 124 164 139 174 201 180 198 

9 137 118 127 162 141 164 203 173 

10 131 140 118 126 157 132 149 196 

11 94 108 111 97 116 139 110 133 

12 110 90 94 104 88 105 131 96 

TOTAL 725 744 758 801 879 921 979 1014 

 
 
Full-time Students by Year and Age (2016) 
 

Secondary Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12  Total 

Age        

12 143 0 0 0 0 0 143 

13 75 123 0 0 0 0 198 

14 0 74 112 1 0 0 187 

15 0 1 60 131 0 0 192 

16 0 0 1 64 95 1 161 

17 0 0 0 0 38 62 100 

18 0 0 0 0 0 33 33 

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 218 198 173 196 133 96 1014 

 
This data was taken from the census form entered on the 13/08/2016 
 
Full-time Indigenous Students 
 
Secondary Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Total 
 3 4 3 5 2 4 21 
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STAFF SUMMARY DETAILS 

 Full-Time Part-Time 

Total Staff Male Female Male Female 

 HC HC HC FTE HC FTE 

Teaching Staff       

Principal 1 0 0 0.0 0 0 

Teaching Staff (including librarians) 43 18 2 1.2 14 8.9 

Total Teaching Staff 44 18 2 1.2 14 8.9 

Non- Teaching Staff       

Specialist Support 0 0 0 0 3 1.6 

Administrative & Clerical (including aides 
& assistants) 

3 10 0 0 9 6.3 

Building Operations Maintenance & Other 
Staff 

3 1 0 0 1 0.1 

Total Non-Teaching Staff 6 11 0 0 13 8 

       

Total Indigenous 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Note: HC stands for “Head Count” and FTE stands for “Full Time Equivalent”  
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PRINCIPAL’S REPORT  

There were a number of key events in 2016 that proved to be significant in the 
course of the school year.  
The opening of the Narandha Learning Centre in February was a long awaited day 
for Edmund Rice College. In a growing school that saw 1026 students commencing 
at the College in 2016, the need for a larger library was never more apparent. The 
functionality of the new building with its large open learning spaces provided for the 
first time a dedicated study area for our Senior students and the opportunity for up to 
four teachers to take classes in the new Centre at any one time. The addition of 
online learning rooms and state of the art technology provided an environment ideal 
for research and study.  
The addition of a new Music Centre, which was also opened in February, was a 
much-needed boost to the Performing Arts in the College. This coincided with the 
College being successful in attracting a CBGA grant for $1.25 million for the addition 
of new Art Rooms and the development of a much larger Commercial Kitchen for 
Hospitality to be developed in 2017.  
The Assemblies in 2016 became a vehicle for promoting boys’ engagement in the 
College and for the pursuit of effort and excellence in academic, sport, cultural and 
community service areas. Over 2500 awards were given out to students during the 
year, a crucial step in the encouragement of boys in their learning and in the further 
development of school spirit and student leadership.  
The House system was further expanded to include house points across a myriad of 
school events and student achievement. 2016 saw a renewed focus on student 
service leadership. Over the past two years the College has further developed the 
Prefecture system with an expansion across the junior school in areas such as 
Social Justice, Era for Change, Environment and Sustainability, Liturgy and Sport. 
This has resulted in a more active student voice across the College and a greater 
whole school commitment to advocacy and service.  
In the Strategic Action Plan in 2016, there was an emphasis on student engagement. 
A Teaching and Learning framework ‘Building Learning Power’ was expanded 
across the College to coincide with an Academic Care Program that focused on 
classroom work ethic and the further development of an online study skills program.  
The commencement of a Senior Mentoring Program in Year12, with a career focus, 
targeted students who were not achieving to their potential. The program was 
successful in encouraging students to commit to career pathways which in turn led to 
stronger academic results.  
Highly successful senior student retreats, junior social justice days and the 
introduction of Year Masses were amongst the highlights of the past 12 months. The 
Immersion to the Pilbara in Western Australia of a group of Year 11 students and 
staff forged new links between the Rawa Community and the College.  
The richness of the co-curricular program in 2016 witnessed an extensive public 
speaking and debating program across all years with considerable success in local, 
regional and state competitions. The strength of debating in the College was 
highlighted with the Country Catholic Schools Debating Finals held at the College in 
November; the first time in 17 years that this event has been staged outside of 
Sydney. The College Music Program continues to gain pace with an active Strings 
Program now in place to complement the Jazz Bands that remain a feature of the 
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College. The Drama Club was very active through the year, staging a play Fifteen 
Reasons Not To Be In A Play at the Phoenix Theatre, in Coniston in December, to 
much acclaim. The daily Homework Club became even more popular with students, 
with more than 50 students attending each day in the new Narandha Learning 
Centre, with excellent staff support providing tuition with study skills and organisation 
and skills work in the core subject areas.  
There were many sporting successes in 2016 highlighted by a victory in the Tom 
Anderton Shield in Rugby League and a victory as Champion Boys’ School in the 
Vince Villa Trophy, a points system across all sports amongst Catholic high schools 
in the Illawarra. The dedication of so many staff to supporting the very diverse range 
of sports available ensured that the students had wonderful opportunities to be 
involved in after-school sports and in the competitive sphere.  
In August this year, Brother Peter Clinch, the Oceania Province Leader of the 
Christian Brothers, announced that the Christian Brothers Community was leaving 
Wollongong at the end of the year. Their departure brings to an end 91 years of 
Christian Brothers’ presence in Catholic education in Wollongong since the 
commencement of the Christian Brothers’ College in Crown Lane in 1926.  
Whilst the Brothers will no longer have a direct presence in our College, their legacy 
will live on and the College will continue to benefit from their work. The traditions 
they established, the charisma they embedded in the life of the College, and their 
commitment to a holistic education will continue to enrich the education offered here.  
Such was the year at Edmund Rice College in 2016. As this year ends, we can 
reflect very positively on a busy but memorable 12 months and a year that proved 
conclusively that the momentum of change that has swept across the College in the 
past five years was bringing very positive results in respect to a strong community 
and a shared sense of College mission. 
Peter McGovern 
Principal  
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REPORT FROM THE COLLEGE BOARD 
During 2016 five Board meetings were held.  The College continued to 
experience ongoing growth of it’s student population.  Capital works continued 
during the year to accommodate the population growth including a Canteen and 
Uniform Shop precinct refurbishment and a request for CBGA funding for the 
development of the former monastery was submitted.  The College continues to 
progress under the visionary leadership of the principal Peter McGovern and his 
leadership group in line with the College Strategic Plan.  
 
In 2016 the board lost two members, Peta Renkin who moved to the USA and 
Jennie Werakso who retired in the latter half of the year.  The board continues to 
maintain a wide range of skills and experience covering accountancy, education, 
engineering, law, private and public sector management, public relations and 
workplace health & safety.  Having said this the board is looking for replacements 
for Peta and Jennie, particularly female members to provide a gender balance 
with skills and experience in education and Human Resources. 
  
The Board members were: 
Mr. Christopher  Lyon: Board Chair 
Mr. David Chard: Chair of Finance Committee 
Mr. Tim McCarthy: Chair of Building Committee 
Mr. Michael Brannon: Chair of Marketing Committee 
Mr. Brendan Pearce: Chair of the Audit & Risk Committee 
Mr Barry Formosa 
Mrs. Jennie Werakso. Retired during 2016 
Mr. Matt Hennesy 
 
The key highlights in 2016 included; 
• A meeting in February with the Board of St. Mary Star of the Sea College, 
• In line with the Strategic Plan goal of lifting academic performance the 

following initiatives were taken; 
o Year 8 Enrichment Program was expanded, 
o Enrichment Program was extended to Year 9, 
o Academic Care Program was extended to years 9,10 and 11, 
o Vocational Case Management of targeted Year 12 Students, 
o ALARM Program commenced  for year 12 students, 
o The Narandha Centre open hours expanded  till 5pm for Year 12 

students, 
• In respect of the 2016 Year 12 Student group; 

o 6% gained an ATAR above 98, 
o Four students were named in the prestigious All-rounder list, 
o 67 entries were gained in the HSC Distinguished Achievers list, 
o 85% of students applying for early university entrance were successful, 
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o 100% of students graduating in 2016 either entered university or other 
tertiary education or gained employment, 

• In the Area of Professional Development the following initiatives were taken; 
o The College undertook courses in Child Protection including Mandatory 

Reporting, Professional Boundaries, Bullying and Harassment, 
Grievance and Disability Education 

o Peer call observation linked to mentoring and individual pedagogical 
goals 

• Completion of the TAS and Creative Arts Precincts, 
• In line with the College Master Plan, a plan was developed to refurbish the 

monastery, 
• School population grew to 1036 students, 
• Staffing levels increased in line with the growth in student population, 
• 60 year anniversary of Old Boys class of 1956, 
• Continued entrenchment of the school house system, 
• Successful school immersion with 7 students and 3 staff to Rawa Central 

School in Pilbara, Western Australia in June for a week, 
• The College finances continue to remain strong.  

 
 
The Board endorsed the College’s  2016 Budget. 
 
 
 
Mr Christopher Lyon 
Board Chair 
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REPORT FROM THE PARENT FORUM 

I offer my thanks to the Edmund Rice College Parent Forum for 2016, our Principal 
Peter McGovern, Deputy Principal Sam Tadros, teachers, parents, carers and 
friends, who have tirelessly supported the committee and our initiatives during 2016. 
The Parent Forum is focused on building the College community spirit. We are a 
small but active group and I am extremely proud of the activities we sponsored and 
organised in 2016. Over 600 people attended the Welcome Barbeque for Year 7 
parents. The Mothers’ Day high tea and Fathers’ Day breakfast attracted more than 
400 people and enabled us to thank mums, dads, grandfathers, grandmothers and 
carers for their devoted support of the boys. In particular, I would like to acknowledge 
the Hospitality staff and students who so capably and generously gave of their time 
to create and serve some delicious treats to our parents and carers. 
The Parent Forum is proud to have launched over the past three years the 
Outstanding Parent and the Staff Service Awards. These awards enable the College 
community to nominate and recognise individuals for their significant contribution to 
the College. At the Assembly for Edmund Rice Feast Day, I congratulated all 
nominees for their outstanding dedication and service and was proud to award the 
Outstanding Staff Service Award to Ms Liza Booth for her relentless passion to 
improve students’ Mathematical skills with “Boothy’s Math Lunchtime Club”. Mrs 
Anne Jereley received the Outstanding Parent Service Award for her volunteering 
work at the College over the past thirteen years. 
During the past 4 years the Parent Forum has contributed more than $190,000 to 
projects for the College, including the Senior COLA, the covered walkway and, most 
recently, the Parent Forum approved funding for a school mini bus. Many thanks to 
the parents who contributed to the parent levy, without which we could not fund 
these important projects. 
I thank the Heads of Department who continue to give generously of their time; their 
presentations at our meetings are always informative and enable parents and carers 
to increase their understanding of educational priorities at the College. 
The Parent Forum is looking forward to another productive and dynamic year in 
2017. We invite parents and carers to come along to our meetings to hear what is 
happening at the College and have your say. Our Principal, Peter McGovern, is 
always more than willing to answer questions. We are planning an inaugural Gala 
Dinner in November 2017, so keep your eye out for the details. 
I look forward to working with you, and on your behalf, to help ensure that the 
College continues to provide a great educational and caring experience for our boys 
and to foster the spirit of community. Best wishes to you all for a wonderful year 
ahead and God’s blessing on you and your families. 
Senka Stemberger (President ERC Parent Forum) 
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SCHOOL PERFORMANCE IN STATE WIDE TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS 
NAPLAN 2016

Domain Measures Yr 7 Yr 9 

Reading 

Average score for the school 550.0 585.3 

Average score for NSW (boys only) 539.1 579.9 

   
For the school the percentage of students at or 

above the national minimum standard. 
2016 

 

97.6% 96.3% 

Writing 

Average score for the school 514.3 540.9 

Average score for NSW (boys only) 500.2 529.3 

   
For the school the percentage of students at or 

above the national minimum standard. 
2016 

 

94.7% 86.7% 

Spelling 

Average score for the school 550.6 578.0 

Average score for NSW (boys only) 542.8 579.7 

   
For the school the percentage of students at or 

above the national minimum standard. 
2016 

 

97.1% 90.9% 

Grammar and 
Punctuation 

Average score for the school 548.8 568.5 

Average score for NSW (boys only) 534.5 564.1 

   
For the school the percentage of students at or 

above the national minimum standard. 
2016 

 

99% 89.7% 

 

Domain Measures Yr 7 Yr 9 

Numeracy 

Average score for the school 566.3 599.8 

Average score for NSW (boys only) 556.7 599.7 

   
For the school the percentage of students at 

or above the national minimum standard. 
2016 

 

98.6% 98.8% 
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! When looking at these results from a whole school perspective or a 
cohort perspective, the data that we should be most concerned about is 
average learning gains for Year 9 boys in NSW and the rest of Australia. 
The table below compares the ERC Year 9 cohort for reading and 
numeracy for the last four years with the national male average and 
NSW male average.  

 
 READING   

Year ERC Average 
Learning Gain 

National Average 
Learning Gain 
(Males) 

NSW Average 
Learning Gain 
(Males) 

2012 29.7 26.8 27.1 

2013 49.1 39.8 40.6 

2014 40.5 38.0 37.3 

2015 32 35.9 34.2 

2016 41.8 35.8 34.5 

    

 NUMERACY   

Year ERC Average 
Learning Gain 

National Average 
Learning Gain 
(Males) 

NSW Average 
Learning Gain 
(Males) 

2012 52.5 37.3 41.8 

2013 58.8 40.2 44.3 

2014 59.7 49.4 50.9 

2015 52.8 49.0 48.5 

2016 43.8 42.2 40.8 
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HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS 2016 

• Band Distribution for the 26 different courses studied by students at ERC:  

HSC Year 

Band 6 
% of 
total 
cohort 

Band 5 
% of 
total 
cohort 

Band 4 
% of 
total 
cohort 

Band 3 
% of 
total 
cohort 

Band 2 
% of 
total 
cohort 

Band 1 
% of 
total 
cohort 

2016 12	   28	   34	   21	   4	   1	  

2015 4	   22	   33	   25	   11	   5	  

2014 2	   25	   42	   24	   6	   1	  

2013 5 20 39 30 5 1 

2012 6 26 34 24 8 2 

 

100% of Year 12 students who sat the HSC in 2016 qualified for the award of a HSC. 

2016 HSC Highlights  
 
Edmund Rice College received exceptional HSC results in 2016.  Among the many 
highlights were:  
 

• College Dux, received an ATAR of 99.55. 
 

• 6% (5) of the 96 students achieved an ATAR above 98. 
 

• Four students were named in the prestigious All-Rounder list, producing 4 of 
the 8 All-Rounders in the Illawarra region.  

 
• Two other students received results over 90 in all bar one subject, where they 

received a mark of 89. 
 

• 67 entries in the HSC Distinguished Achievers’ List.  In the Herald table ERC 
was ranked 134th in the state on the 2016 results (measures the percentage of 
Band 6 entries compared to the number of papers sat).  ERC was the second 
highest ranked Illawarra School. 

  
• 10 students shortlisted for possible inclusion in InTech, the annual exhibition of 

outstanding Major Projects by HSC Industrial Technology students:  
 

• 85% of students who applied received early entry into University  (56 students). 
 

• 93% of the Studies of Religion 2 Unit Class received a Band 5 or 6.  
 

• 92% of the Accelerated Studies of Religious Education 1 Unit class received a 
Band 5 or 6.  
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Percentage of Students achieving Top 2 Bands (5 & 6) 
 

Subject  
Edmund Rice College 

Top 2 Bands 5 & 
6 (%) 

State Top 2 Bands 5 
& 6 (%) 

Difference 
(%) 

Studies of Religion 2 
Ancient History 
Industrial Technology 
English Extension 2 
History Extension 1 
Mathematics Extension 2 
Modern History 
Metal and Engineering 
Legal Studies 
English Extension 1 
PD H PE 
English (Advanced) 
Mathematics Extension 1 
Music 

93 
56 
57 

100 
100 
100 
54 
26 
53 

100 
39 
63 
80 
63 

48 
31 
26 
80 
81 
85 
41 
13 
43 
95 
35 
62 
79 
63 

45 
25 
31 
20 
19 
15 
13 
13 
10 
5 
4 
1 
1 
0 

 
2016 Edmund Rice College Mean vs State Mean     
 
Course                                Percentage above State Mean  
 
Studies of Religion 2 Unit     12.27 
Ancient History      11.55 
Industrial Technology     10.97 
Modern History        8.23 
Mathematics Extension 2 Unit        7.04 
Metal And Engineering 2 Unit                5.71 
Legal Studies 2 Unit        4.35 
Business Studies 2 Unit       4.13 
History extension 1 Unit        3.87 
Geography 2 Unit        3.55 
Construction 2 Unit        2.87 
Biology 2 Unit        2.84 
Mathematics General 2 Unit                2.31 
English Extension 1 Unit       1.78 
English Extension 2 Unit       1.53 
Software Design and Development 2 Unit    1.35 
English (Advanced) 2 Unit       0.90 
Mathematics Extension 1 2 Unit      0.40  
 
 
Some observations re HSC data: 
 

! Aspirational aspect – highest ATARS to students in extension courses  
! Many of the successful students had invested high social capital in College life 

(school engagement) 
! Steep increase in top bands 5 & 6  
! Strong correlation between assessment and exam 
! Very strong in humanities In  2016  
! Accelerated class (RE) very successful  
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! Cluster of very strong academic students who galvanised cohort in work ethic 
and higher aspirations  

! Improvement in study conditions for seniors in 2017 supported academic 
culture 

! High teacher input - workshops, strong regime of essay writing/exam 
preparation 

! Mentoring for targeted senior students put in place  
! Year 12 ALARM workshops – analytical essay writing skills  
! Study periods for seniors   
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POST SCHOOL DESTINATIONS 
From Destination Surveys for Year 12 (2016 HSC) 
 
University of Wollongong 
  

- 73 Year 12 students applied through UAC for a university placement 
- 69 students placed UOW as their first preference 
- 66 students received a placement offer from UOW 
- 57 students applied for Early Admission at UOW – 56  applications were 

successful 
- 57 students commenced first year at UOW in 2017 

 
8 students were enrolled in a UOW Advanced degree, Pre-Medicine or Dean’s 
Scholar program. 
 
Breakdown of UOW Degrees 
Degree Number of ERC students 
Arts & Humanities 6 
Business 6 
Communications & Media 3 
Creative Arts 4 
Education 6 
Engineering 4 
Geography 1 
Health & Medicine 8 
ICT 2 
Law 2 
Mathematics & Finance 1 
Physics 4 
Psychology 5 
Science 5 
 
Apprenticeships 

- Apprenticeship in Carpentry 
- Apprenticeship, Electrical 
- Apprenticeship, Landscaping 
- Apprenticeship, Plumbing 
- Apprenticeship, Butchery 
- Apprenticeship, Mechanics 
- Apprenticeship, Plumbing 
- Landscape gardening course at TAFE 
- Apprenticeship, Electrical 
- Apprenticeship, Mechanics 
- Apprenticeship, Refrigeration 
- Apprenticeship, Mechanics 
- Information Technology at TAFE 

 
Other Examples 

- Police Force Application 
- Accountancy Cadetship 
- Defence Force-Navy 
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STUDENTS STUDYING STAGE 6 VET COURSES IN 2016 
 

Course Year 12 Level Number 
Entered 

Number 
achieving VET 
qualification 

CPC20211 Certificate II in Construction Pathways 
 8 8 

SIT20213 Certificate II in Hospitality 
 4 4 

MEM10105 Certificate I in Engineering 
 31 31 

Course          Year 11 Level   

CPC20211 Certificate II in Construction Pathways 
 30  

SIT20213 Certificate II in Hospitality 
 

11  

MEM10105 Certificate I in Engineering 
 55  

 

The College continues to take advantage of the modern VET facilities that form part of 

the campus. This includes the Metal & Engineering Trade Training Centre as well as 

the Hospitality Kitchen. 

Through the Work Placement program for the VET students and the work done by the 

VET teachers, the College has formed significant positive relationships with local 

businesses.  
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RECORD OF SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT ( RoSA ) 
 

This credential, Record of School Achievement, will: 

 

• be a record of achievement for students who leave school prior to receiving 

their HSC. 

• report results of moderated, school – based assessment, not external tests. 

• be available when a student leaves school any time after they complete Year 

10. 

• be cumulative and recognise a student’s achievements until the point they 

leave school. 

• show a result for all courses completed in Stage 5 and Year 11. 

• be able to reliably compared between students across NSW. 

• give students the option to take online literacy and numeracy tests. 

• be comprehensive and offer the ability to record a student’s extra curricular 

activities. 

 

To  qualify for the award of a Record of School Achievement, a student must have: 

 

• attended a government school, an accredited non-government school or a 

recognised school outside NSW. 

• undertaken and completed courses of study that satisfy the Board’s 

curriculum and assessment requirements for the Record of School 

Achievement. 

• complied with any other regulations or requirements (such as attendance) 

imposed by the Minister or Board and 

• completed Year 10. 
 

 

The credential will report on student achievement in Stage 5 using A to E grades,  
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How Does the School Determine The Grades Given to Students For Their 
Courses? 

Grades A – E will be awarded in all Year 10 Stage 5 courses and all Year 11 

Preliminary HSC Courses (excluding Vocational Education Courses and Life Skill 

courses) based on school based assessment of the students’ achievement. The 

school will use the Performance Descriptors issued by the Board of Studies for each 

course. The assessment tasks set out in this booklet for each course will largely 

provide the evidence of the achievement of outcomes for the award of the grades. 

 

The process of determining Grades: 

• Devise and administer assessment tasks that address the knowledge and skills 

outcomes of the course. These assessment tasks are outlined later in this booklet. 

• Observe and record assessment judgements e.g. marks, grades, comments 

• Use assessment information to determine a student’s level of achievement at the 

end of the course. 

• Use the Course Performance Descriptors to award a grade that most appropriately 

describes the student’s achievement. 

 

 

All Edmund Rice College students who completed Year 10 in 2016 and did not return 

to schooling in 2017 qualified for a RoSA. (See enrolment figures) 

 

All students who returned to the College to continue in 2017 will add to their academic 

record in terms of the RoSA. 
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING UNDERTAKEN BY TEACHERS 
 
Teacher Standards 
All teachers possess teaching qualifications from a higher education institution within 

Australia or as recognised by AEI-NOOSR.  

 
Professional Learning 
ERC is committed to supporting the on-going professional learning required to provide 

a high quality teaching and learning environment for boys.  Throughout 2015 school 

staff were involved in a range of professional learning opportunities aimed at 

improving student outcomes: 

 

These included: 

 

1. ERC whole school development days involving all staff.  These days focused on: 

• The education of boys 

• The Process of Learning – Building Learning Power 

• Child Protection 

• Use of Technology in the classroom 

 

2.  Other professional learning activities provided by the school or external 

presenters.: 

• Leading Learning Networks in conjunction with the Wollongong Diocese 

• Curriculum development meetings 
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE 
   

School Student Attendance Report  

 

Year Group All students % Indigenous Attendance % Number of Students   

Year 7 91.42 92.5 218   

Year 8 90.37 83.88 198   

Year 9 90.24 93.00 175   

Year 10 87.91 87.10 199   

Total 90.02 88.50 790   
 

 

The overall attendance was 90.02% 

(Selected Enrolment Period: Term 3 2016)  

 

The slight variation in attendance rate between each year group depends on individual 

student circumstances.  Apart from illness, extended periods of leave for individual 

students were granted by the Principal upon parental request.  Unexplained absences 

are small in number in each cohort. 
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MANAGEMENT OF STUDENT NON-ATTENDANCE 

It is the policy of Edmund Rice College that students are to attend the College for the 
full duration of each school term and that punctuality and reliability are to be fostered. 
The College considers that the development of these habits will contribute to the 
development of responsibility and self-discipline in each student and to an orderly 
College routine. 

From the beginning of 2012 the College commenced using the Common Code 
for Student Attendance approved by the Minister. 

• Up until the end of Term 1, 2012 the College marked daily student attendance 
manually i.e. using the white document folder. 

• From Term 2, 2012 the College moved from manual roll marking to electronic roll 
marking using the EDUMATE Student Administration data base. 

• The College expects each student to attend school on every school day in each 
school term. 

• Home Room Teachers mark day to day attendance directly into EDUMATE. A 
hard copy of a 'shadow' roll book is available for Home Room Teachers to use 
each day for attendance record keeping. Subject teachers are required to mark 
attendance in their class each period. 

• Office Support Staff enter known absences into the EDUMATE Student 
Administration System electronically each day. 

• The Office Support Staff check that Home Room Teachers have completed their 
roll marking every day after Home Room period and reconcile any discrepancies 
in conjunction with the Deputy Principal. 

• After careful checking, an SMS is sent to parents notifying them of the 
unexplained attendance of their sons. 

• The Office Support Staff print an electronic copy of Daily attendance (Years 7-12) 
and make it available each day to all teaching staff. 

• A student who arrives at the College after their official starting time must report to 
the Office. The Office staff will record the late arrival in the student EDUMATE 
database and issue a Late Slip which is given to the student to present to his 
teacher. 

• The Office staff will record the late arrival in the student's Home Room booklet. 

• The Home Room Teacher is responsible for informing parent/carer when a 
student is late and does not provide a written explanation. 

• Home Room Teachers are to monitor these matters, particularly if lateness 
reoccurs. 

• The Year Co-ordinator will also monitor progress in these matters. 
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• Each fortnight the Office provides the Year Co-ordinator and Deputy Principal with 
a printout of the fortnightly absences per year group. The Year Co-
ordinator/Deputy Principal use these sheets to identify unexplained absences 
and/or patterns of absences. 

• The College expects a parent/carer to inform the College before the official start 
time if a student is to be absent on that day. 

• A student who is absent from the College on any day is required to present to the 
Home Room Teacher, on the day of his return, a note from a parent/carer 
explaining his absence. This note is required irrespective of the required phone 
call. 

• A formal letter will be sent to parent/carer regarding frequent/unexplained 
absences. 

• It is the role of the Home Room Teacher to monitor and follow up absences. 

• A student seeking partial absence is required to provide a letter that states the 
student's full name, Home Room, date, time of partial absence, reason for 
absence and signed by the student's parent/carer. 

• Such letters are to be handed to the Year Co-ordinator at morning assembly. 

• Before leaving the student will report to the Office for signing out. 

• If the student returns, re-entry is noted in the database by the Office staff. 

• At the end of each term, the Office places in each student’s Office file, a printout 
from Edumate which indicates absences for the term. 

 

Student Leave 

Exemption from attendance will be consistent with the Education Act 1990 (Section 
25). 

From 2015, the Minister for Education has approved changes to the way leave is 
recorded by schools. 

Under the changes, family holidays and travel are no longer considered under the 
Exemption from School-Procedures. Travel outside of vacation period is now recorded 
as an absence. 

Parents are encouraged to travel or holiday with their son(s) during school vacation 
periods. 

Where permission sought is for less than 10 days during the school term, the 
following procedures need to apply: 

1) A letter must be sent to the Principal's office to explain the absence at least 3 
days before the requested leave. 
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2) If the Principal believes the absence is not in the student's best interest, then the 
absence will be unjustified. 

3) If the Principal accepts the reasons then the absence will be recorded as leave. 

When permission sought is for 10 days or more during the school term, the following 
procedures need to apply: 

1) An application for Extended Leave - Travel Form must be completed and 
returned to the Principal's office at least 2 weeks before the requested leave. The 
form can be obtained from the Principal's office or 
www.edmundricecollege.nsw.edu.au 

2) If the Principal believes the absence is not in the student's best interest, then the 
absence will be unjustified. 

3) If the Principal accepts the Application, a Certificate of Extended Leave - Travel 
will be issued. The absence will be recorded as Leave. 
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Change in Family Circumstances 

If any change occurs in the family - separation, divorce, serious illness, the College 
should be notified as soon as possible. The College seeks to be supportive of families 
in such circumstances and such events always have a bearing on a child's education. 
Likewise, a change of address or phone number (work or home) or emergency 
contact should be advised immediately. 

Destination of a student below 17 years of age 

• Where a student leaves the College before the age of seventeen, appropriate 
evidence must be provided that the student is taking a recognised educational 
pathway or is entering employment that has a formal training component. Such 
instances may be where a student is commencing an apprenticeship and is 
undertaking study at TAFE. 

• Where the destination of a student below the age of seventeen is unknown the 
Department of Education and communities Officer with home school liaison 
responsibilities will be notified of the student's name, age and last known 
address. The College will also undertake to contact the student regarding his 
future educational destinations and the appropriate procedures for leaving the 
College. 

• All students who conclude enrolment at the College are given a Clearance form 
from the Principal's (Enrolments) Personal Assistant to complete and hand back, 
which details where they are moving on to. This is put on each student's file. If 
any 

Clearance form does not specify destination it is brought to the attention of the Deputy 

Principal who checks their age and if they are under 17 years of age then contact is 

made with the family to confirm the student's destination. If confirmation cannot be 

obtained then the Department of Education and Communities Officer with home 

school liaison responsibilities will be notified by the Principal or Deputy Principal. The 

student's name, age and last known address will be provided.  
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STUDENT RETENTION RATE 
 

 

 Total 
Enrolment in 
Year 7 on 
Census Date 

% Retention 
Rate from 
Year 7 to  
Year 10  

% Retention 
Rate from 
Year 10  to 
Year 11 

% Retention 
Rate from 
Year 11 to 
Year 12 

2016 218 97 89 87 

2015 206 86 83 94 

2014 180 92 89 91 

2013 203 96 92 91 

2012 173 98 82 94 

2011 144 99 79 87 

2010 164 99 82 96 

Average 184 95 85 91 

 

Student Enrolments 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

7 129 164 144 173 203 180 206 218 

8 124 124 164 139 174 201 180 198 

9 137 118 127 162 141 164 203 173 

10 131 140 118 126 157 132 149 196 

11 94 108 111 97 116 139 110 133 

12 110 90 94 104 88 105 131 96 

TOTAL 725 744 758 801 879 921 979 1014 
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ENROLMENT POLICIES 
As a Catholic College our aim is to try to accommodate first of all students applying 

from Catholic Primary Schools.  However, students from other non-government and 

government schools are welcomed as well. 
 

We value our association with parents and their sons from Christian denominations 

other than the Catholic faith and indeed some from other Religious Traditions and 

Cultures too.   
 

Edmund Rice College does not exclude students on the basis of academic ability and 

therefore accepts students with varied abilities and diverse learning backgrounds.  We 

are committed to the enrolment of students with disabilities who are likely to benefit 

from the integrated model which we operate.  Once an application is made, an 

interview is organised with the Headmaster or Deputy Headmaster. 
 

In the enrolment process we endeavour to discern what the parents’ and their sons’ 

expectations are concerning education here, clarify the expectations we have of them 

and ensure that there is a compatibility of aims and expectations which can be 

mutually productive. 
 

A student’s continuing enrolment is reviewed annually, in particular, at the end of Year 

10, in view of the student’s suitability for the demands of senior study and 

demonstrated willingness to adjust to and accept expectations determined by the 

College. 
 
BURSARIES 
Since its foundation in 1926 Christian Brothers Edmund Rice College has been 

committed to enabling access for all boys regardless of individual family financial 

circumstances.  This commitment is strongly held and underpinned by our preferential 

option for the poor and marginalised in the Charter for Catholic Schools in the Edmund 

Rice Tradition.  Scholarships to cover all or part of the College’s compulsory fees and 

charges are available on application.  Applications are welcomed from families new to 

the College Community as well as from those who currently have sons here and are 

experiencing difficulties.  Recognising that discussion of family circumstances may be 

difficult, parents can feel confident in the knowledge that all applications are treated 
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sensitively and in confidence.  Parents seeking application forms should contact the 

Headmaster’s secretary in the College Office. 
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT WELFARE POLICIES 
 

A number of programmes are in place to make the College a safe, happy and affective 

learning environment where a student is free to develop his potential in many spheres 

including the physical, social, academic, spiritual and emotional.  Underpinning all of 

these programmes is the development of a sense of self-worth and the importance of 

nurturing each individual. 

 

Religious  
• The College continues to provide students with sacramental and liturgical 

experiences. The College has the services of a Chaplain once a week. Another 

priest has also been involved in the College particularly with the senior students 

• The classroom Religion Studies courses across Years7 to 12 have focused, at 

age appropriate levels of depth, on the knowledge of those teachings central to 

the Catholic faith. 

• The senior retreat programme continues to provide significant spiritual and 

personal experiences for students in Years 11 and 12. 

 

Pastoral 
The College continues to seek to provide comprehensive educational opportunities for 

boys in the Illawarra. Some important points include: 
• enabling access to all regardless of financial circumstances 

• providing an extensive curriculum across all learning areas to cater for the full 

range of abilities and interests of our students 

• assisting those students who are experiencing difficulties through professional 

counselling, learning support and careers advice 

• enhancing the opportunities for students to express themselves in debating, 

public speaking, the creative and performing arts as well as on the sporting field 

• Focus on the development of leadership, relationships and service to others 

through peer support, student representative councils, Christian Service 

Learning experiences, social justice activities and the outdoor education 

programme. 
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SCHOOL-DETERMINED IMPROVEMENT TARGETS  
STRATEGIC DOMAIN –   
1. CATHOLIC LIFE 
 

COMPONENTS STRATEGIC DIRECTION 
2016 SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 

AND ACTIONS  
1.1 Catholic Identity 1.1.1 Embed the Mission 

statement and values 
within the College 
ethos 

" Continue to use the touchstones as the paradigm for whole 
school assemblies. 

" Review programs of study in all KLAs to ensure that the 
Touchstones & The Educating for Justice & Peace 
Framework inform the lesson planning and delivery 

" Embed the Catholic values in eLearning strategies and 
implementation. 

1.1.2 Enrich the Catholic life 
of the College through 
a vibrant and engaging 
Prayer, Liturgical and 
Sacramental Program 

" Conduct fortnightly Optional Mass on a rotating schedule 
(Wed - Fri). Semester 1 

" Conduct fortnightly Year Group Mass on a rotating 
schedule (Tues). Semester 2 

" Start & end assemblies with para-liturgy including prayer, 
Gospel reading and reflection 

" Offer the Sacrament of Reconciliation, especially during 
the season of Lent - connect to local parish 

" Offer the Sacraments of Reconciliation & Eucharist on 
Senior Retreats 

" Maintain relationship with MSC community at Douglas 
Park, Lumen Christi Pastoral Region and other parishes 
for clergy involvement 

" Develop class liturgies for RE classes  
1.1.3 Develop the use of 

Religious symbols and 
icons in the College 
classrooms and 
grounds 

" Review of already existing icons, pictures and symbols in 
each classroom completed in 2015 

" Provision of Our Lady of Perpetual Help icon and St Mary 
Mackillop picture for each classroom (St Paul’s Bookstore 
quote to come) 

" Provision of crosses for each classroom. Technology & Art 
project – making the crosses and painting a gospel scene 
on each  

" Provision of touchstone symbols, wording and/or quotes for 
each classroom 

" ER Centre - .Build a new Altar & Lectern and provide altar 
cloths / coverings 

" Edmund Rice Centre - Obtain quotes for: 
1. Cross; 2. Touchstone Banners; 3. House Crest Banners / 
placards for ERC 

" Place 4 sandstone rocks around the College with the 
touchstone symbols carved into them (one stone already 
existing in the garden with ER statue next to A block). 
Possibilities include: in Senior Quad, Peace Garden (yet to 
be constructed! next to chapel), next to ER Centre. – needs 
consultation 

" Narandha Learning Centre – Religious Symbols – TBD – 
Book of Gospels (St Paul’s Publications) 

1.1.4 To develop the mission 
of the College to bring 
faith to life through the 
message of the 
Gospels 

" Develop CSL & Immersion activities / opportunities that 
connect students and staff to the marginalised /under-
served i.e. Welcome Hub concept - look for available grants 
and apply for a grant to continue to develop this 
opportunity. Explore possibility of partnership with 
Multicultural Services 

" Structured Reflection using the Gospel as integral to all 
CSL and Immersion activities 

1.1.5 Provide opportunities 
for staff and student 
formation  

" Develop staff spirituality day. Term 3. A spirituality that 
reaches out to others. Guest Speaker – Lord Mayor Gordon 
Bradbery, Fr Ron – Mass, visiting Aboriginal sites, 
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COMPONENTS STRATEGIC DIRECTION 
2016 SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 

AND ACTIONS  
Buddhist Temple, Hindu Temple, Islamic Mosque (different 
groups) 

"  Use reflections to begin staff meetings and gatherings (i.e. 
KLA meetings) 

" Provide resources to teachers to encourage them to develop 
their own method of reflection & prayer in their 
classrooms.  
i.e. subscription to GPBS http://www.gpbs.com.au/  

" Facilitate staff to participate in the EREA formation 
programs (see1.3) 

" Encourage staff to participate in the Wollongong CEO 
formation opportunities 

" Provide a Retreat & Reflection program across the College 
(See 1.3)   

" Provide a fortnightly Optional Mass (Semester 1) – Form 
Based Mass Semester 2 on Tuesday Extended Admin 

1.2 Edmund Rice 
Charism 

1.2.1 Develop community 
understanding of the 
Edmund Rice charism 

" Embed in Religious Education Curriculum (Yr 7 Being 
Catholic: School & Church Communities)  

" Chapel Talk for Year 7 and new teachers/community 
members 

" Staff Formation - Part of the induction program 
" EREA Formation Programs (see 1.1.5) 
" The Houses are built on the ER story. Waterford, Rice, 

Ignatius, Crown, McMahon, Keira. 
1.2.2  Incorporate EREA 

touchstones in the 
daily life of the 
College  

" Embed the EREA touchstones in eLearning strategies and 
implementation. 

" Provide prayer/ reflections based on touchstones 
" Display touchstones in the classrooms 
" Incorporate touchstones into the College diary 
" Embed reflection on the touchstones in any student 

interactions for discipline 
1.2.3 Cultivate knowledge 

of the history and 
traditions of the 
College and the 
Christian Brothers 

" Year 7 RE Curriculum 
" Staff Formation 
" EREA Immersion to Ireland 
" EREA Staff Formation – Full of Life program 
" New Staff induction 
" Archives 
" Christian Brother presence on site until end of 2016.  
" Develop Old Boys’ organisation and publication 

1.2.4 Participate in Edmund 
Rice Education 
Beyond Borders 

" ERA for Change 
" Year 10 Human Rights Day 
" Connect to EREA Immersions 
" JY to be part of the Advocacy Focus Lead Group of EREBB 
" Lead Mandela Day (July 18) action - 2016 HAART through 

ERA for Change 
" Provide BlueJeans platform for video conferencing in 

EREBB initiatives 
" Principal and Director of Identity to attend EREBB 

Conference in India September / October 2016  
1.3 Religious 

Education 
1.3.1 Implement Religious 

Education curriculum 
of the Wollongong 
Diocese 

" Staff Professional Development 
" Networking with other Diocesan schools 
" Plan & implement teaching & learning programs based on 

Wollongong Diocesan Curriculum  
1.3.2 Review the 

organisation, delivery 
and assessment of RE  

" Ongoing evaluation by staff & students 
" RE Faculty Goals align with College priorities 

Priority 1: To develop the Catholic culture of the College 
based on the touchstones of Gospel Spirituality, Justice & 
Compassion, Inclusive Community and Liberating 
Education 

- Aim: Nurture a spirituality that invites all people into 
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COMPONENTS STRATEGIC DIRECTION 
2016 SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 

AND ACTIONS  
the story of Jesus and strives to make his message of 
compassion, justice and peace a living reality within 
our community so that our students are liberated to be 
all that God intends them to be.  

Priority 2: To Differentiate the curriculum- emphasis on 
Literacy, Numeracy and Quality Assessment Tasks 

- Aim: Work collaboratively engaging Teaching & 
Learning Coordinator, Special Needs & Gifted 
/Talented staff to improve the quality of teaching and 
learning of all students  

Priority 3: To develop our professional competence in 
using Information & Computer Technology – emphasis 
on integrating ICT across the curriculum   

- Aim: Promote the appropriate use of technology to 
enhance educational effectiveness and learning 
opportunities for all.   

Priority 4: To be lifelong learners and continue our own 
Professional Development – emphasis on Spirituality, 
ICT, Differentiation, Literacy, Numeracy & Quality 
Assessment 

- Aim: Participate in Professional Development in 
order to create a participatory ownership for religious 
education that promotes the ideals of justice and 
peace while striving to support strong academic 
achievement for all students and continued 
professional development for all staff. 

1.3.3 Embed Catholic values 
across the curriculum 

"  Utilise the EREA Educating for Justice & Peace 
framework. This is launched in 2016 and will be 
implemented throughout 2017.  So this will be a 2017 
priority when there is time to work with the various KLAs. 

1.3.4 Develop staff 
formation including 
EREA experiences, 
immersion experiences 

See 1.1.5 
" Develop staff spirituality day. Term 3. A spirituality that 

reaches out to others. Guest Speaker – Lord Mayor Gordon 
Bradbery, Fr Ron – Mass, visiting Aboriginal sites, 
Buddhist Temple, Hindu Temple, Islamic Mosque (different 
groups) 

"  Use reflections to begin staff meetings and gatherings (i.e. 
KLA meetings) 

" Provide resources to teachers to encourage them to develop 
their own method of reflection & prayer in their 
classrooms.  
i.e. subscription to GPBS http://www.gpbs.com.au/  

" Facilitate staff to participate in the EREA formation 
programs 
- Galilee, Into the Deep, Break Every Yoke, Mt Sinai, 
Identity Leaders’ network, Deputy Network, Principal 
network 

" Encourage staff to participate in the Wollongong CEO 
formation opportunities 

1.3.5 Accreditation of RE 
qualifications 

"  To support 3 teaching staff in their Post Graduate work 
towards Master of Theology / Grad Cert RE 

" College-based in-service for new Diocese of Wollongong 
RE Curriculum Years 7 – 9. Yr 10 introduced in 2017   

1.3.6 Review Student 
Retreat Program across 
College (Yrs 7-12) 

"  Student & staff feedback surveys administered through 
Survey Monkey and Google Forms 

" Continual adaptation to meet the needs of particular 
groups 

" Senior Retreat Program: 1 Day Yr 11, 3 Day beginning of 
Yr 12 (Oct 12 – 14); Year 12 – 1 Day following Trial 
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COMPONENTS STRATEGIC DIRECTION 
2016 SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 

AND ACTIONS  
Exams 

" Year 10 Human Rights Day Week 4, T3 
" Year 9 Indigenous Cultures Day May 26, Sorry Day 
" Develop Opportunity for Year 8 & Year 7 

1.4 Christian 
Service and 
Solidarity 
Learning (CSL) 

1.4.1 Explore and expand 
opportunities for CSL 
in school life 

" Offer opportunities for students to be involved in digital 
activities that foster service across our community and 
wider communities such as…. 

" Participation in College and local Community activities in 
the Senior CSL Project (approx. 50) 

- Expansion of College and Local Community Projects 
- ECO ERC 
- Hospitality - Lighthouse Care 
- Port Kembla Military Museum 
- Future World Warrawong 

1.4.2  Develop effective and 
informed advocacy 
practices 

" Include advocacy project in the Senior CSL project (Final 
Reflection) 

" Advocacy focus activity for each Term – grounded in ERA 
for Change. T1 – Caritas; T2 – Reconciliation; T3 HAART; 
T4 White Ribbon 

1.4.3 Review and expand the 
Immersion program 

" Consult key staff (G. Volk + participant teachers) and 
student participants.  

" Reflection process during and following Immersion 
" Present to whole College 
" Present workshop at Human Rights Day 
" Explore options to connect to EREBB school 

internationally 
1.4.4 Develop service 

leadership as the 
model for student 
leaders across College 

" All SRC Prefects have a role to lead a priority area in the 
College to serve the community 

" Student SRC committees organise College activities for 
Houses 

" Sustainability: Green Connect to audit waste and 
implement new rubbish collection / recycling program 

" Initiate leadership opportunities through CSL Activities  
- Blood Bank Ambassadors 2015 
- Mission Money Counting 
- ECO Ambassadors 

1.4.5 Implement aspects of 
the EREA ‘Educating 
for Justice & Peace’ 
framework across all 
Key Learning Areas 

" This will be introduced in Term 3, started in Term 4 and 
followed through in 2017. 

" RE Faculty to be first + volunteer Faculty 

1.5 Engagement 
with Church 
and Wider 
Community 

1.5.1. Develop Youth 
Ministry program 

" Senior Leaders role mentors for junior students e.g. Peer 
Support, SRC, liturgy readers, musicians, altar servers  

" Utilise Catholic Studies students to develop opportunities to 
serve 

" Liturgy Musicians (MB & GH & HK) 
" Liturgy SRC Group to organise and set up for masses, 

liturgies and assemblies 
1.5.2 Strengthen links to 

parishes including 
Mass program and 
other religious links 

" Attend local Parish masses 
" School visits to local schools 
" Priests celebrating Optional Mass & special occasions 

1.5.3 Build a program of 
outside speakers 
utilising Old Boys, 
advocacy groups, 
Church associations 
and representatives 
from multi-faith 
traditions 

" Retreat Program – A Man for Others – Old Boys for Yr 12 
Reflection day: Dan Hunt – mental health; James Galea, 
Andrew Mastroianni, Hamish Campbell – Preparing for 
HSC 

" Father’s Day Breakfast 
" Guest speakers for assemblies. AIME, Wollongong Council  
" Reunions 
" Human Rights Day 
" Excursion to Cringila Mosque, Nan Tien Temple, Omar 
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Mosque, Hindu Temple, Aboriginal sites 

" Weddings 
" Students & staff participation in outside College activities.  
" Participate in and host Illawarra People for Peace 
" Develop Welcome Hub concept with Multicultural Services 
" Participate in White Ribbon Day Walk 
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STRATEGIC DOMAIN –  
2. STUDENT WELL-BEING 
 
2.1 Respectful 

Climate of 
Learning and 
Relationships 

2.1.1 Encourage students to 
develop and embrace 
Christian principles 
through appropriate 
modelling by all staff 

" Through teacher interaction with students in and out of the 
classroom. Reminders to all staff by P/DP via staff 
Briefings/weekly newsletters about proper interaction / 
standards 

2.1.2 Develop pastoral 
principles: 
compassion, justice, 
resilience and 
confidence within the 
framework of the 
College values 

" YC and PCT organising relevant topics on Tuesday B via 
outside presenters e.g. police liaison officer; encouraging 
students to complete mandatory CSL hours; attendance at 
compulsory whole school events; YC at daily morning 
assembly reinforcing positive relationships; whole school 
approach targeting relational topics 

2.1.3 Strengthen Year 
Coordinator links with 
Heads of Department 
in boys’ case 
management 

" Scheduled meetings to be led by Learning Support 
involving all teachers of individual case managed students 

2.1.4 Renew target areas 
with teachers in 
respect to expected 
student behaviors 

" Whole school approach reminders in weekly pink 
newsletter; DP to provide handout at the beginning of each 
term reminding teachers about basic requirements re 
student behaviour; ongoing discussion with YCs every 
fortnight regarding behavioural concerns with decisions 
relayed to staff via YC and feedback sought from HROs 
during PCTMs; strategies discussed regularly with 
YCs/HROs to address emerging concerns e.g. Shirt Blitz( 
Raffle Ticket system); random Diary checks; Academic 
Care program 

2.1.5 Ensure ongoing 
communication with 
staff about student 
behaviors and school 
priorities 

" Weekly Newsletter; staff briefings; YC discussion with 
teachers; use of emails 

2.1.6 Encourage students to 
develop and embrace 
Christian principles 
through appropriate 
modeling by all staff  

"  

2.1.7 Enhance opportunities 
for student 
engagement in a broad 
range of activities 

" Reminding students in assemblies; daily announcements via 
messages from Sportsmaster; promoting After-School 
Sports program 

2.1.8 Strengthen students’ 
sense of belonging and 
connectedness 

" Whole school community events e.g. assemblies; carnivals; 
Camp program; development of House system via Student 
Leadership 

2.2 Pastoral Care 
Programs and 
Structures 

2.2.1 Enhance effective 
pastoral support 
services for students 
and families in need 

" Through fee relief system (Bursary) 

2.2.2 Review existing 
pastoral processes and 
procedures to 
effectively respond to 
a growing school 

" Consequences on Discipline Levels system; establish core 
basic classroom rules / expectations. Merit system to 
incorporate multiple facets of student involvement; use of 
Diary, Academic Care program in targeted cohorts, 
classroom technology rules, develop role description 
between YC/Assistant YC; School Counsellor at 1.0 FTE; 
involve Careers teachers in assisting students of need. 

2.2.3 Broaden the awareness 
of counselling and 
psychology services 
among students, staff 

" Maintain process through YC for how students access 
College Counsellor; utilise Learning Support facilities and 
Careers teacher; develop processes for parental 
notification 
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and parents 
2.2.4 Ensure there are 

appropriate induction 
programs for all 
students new to the 
College 

" Establish steps to follow, that involve Director of Studies 
and YC 

2.3 Student 
Leadership and 
Student 
Engagement 

2.3.1 Review the 
opportunities for 
student leadership at 
all levels, linking 
leadership to service 

" Student Leadership for Justice & Peace 
" Fortnightly SRC meetings led by student leaders – Wed 

Recess 2 
" Student Forum Term 2 & Term 3 
" Senior Student Elections Process. Move Yr 12 SRC 

elections to early Term 3 
" Fortnightly School Assemblies led by student leaders. 

2.3.2 Develop leadership 
roles with the intention 
that they can genuinely 
initiate student 
involvement and 
engagement in the 
College 

" Through Identity Team: Student Leadership (RB) 
" Sub groups across each of the Leadership Prefectures e.g. 

ERA for Change, Liturgy, Sustainability, Community & 
Culture, Social Justice & Sport prefectures with a rep from 
each Year group 

" Meetings for each group during the two-week cycle. Liturgy 
& Sustainability on Monday, Social Justice on Thursday, 
ERA for Change Friday 

" House Leadership Groups 
" Badges for all Prefectures from AJ 
" Badges for Touchstone Awards 

2.3.3  Review and develop 
Peer Support Program 

" Yr 11 leaders trained at end of 2015 to be Peer Support 
Leaders for Yr 7 2016. 

" Yr 11 Peer Support Leaders attend Yr 7 orientation events 
in Term 1. 

" Peer Support Program Term 1- need to develop throughout 
the year 

2.3.4 Enhance the House 
System as an integral 
component of school 
spirit and school 
engagement 

" Student Leadership for Justice & Peace (RB). 
" Regular monthly House meetings (proposal) - SRC working 

on House songs; badges 
" Purchase garden staked Bali Banners for each house in 

colours and names.  
" Recognised at assemblies & have signage / banners 

appropriately placed around College – still in development 
" New House Crests developed with KP Designs Sydney 
" Framed House Crests in Admin foyer  
" House Processional Banners in ERC  
" Review points allocation system 

2.4 Aboriginal & 
Torres Strait 
Islander (ATSI) 
Engagement 

2.4.1 Increase ATSI 
students’ sense of 
connectedness to their 
cultures 

" Hire a new Aboriginal Education Officer in conjunction 
with St Mary’s College – T3/16 

" Through involvement in whole school assemblies on 
specific occasions and Identity 

- Acknowledgement of Country ceremonies at School 
Assemblies, Masses - ERC Founders’ Day 

- Year 9 Indigenous Cultures Day May 26 
- Transition to High school re: culture & connecting 

(Term 4) 
- Language workshops with local community consultant 

Jodie Edwards 
- Killalea Cultural Immersion Day including men’s 

business (Term 1) 
- P.R.I.D.E (Proud to Recognise Indigenous Cultures 

Everyday) initiative (art installation component 
" NLC – Narandha Dreaming painting with the Aboriginal 

elders . Aunty Lorraine Brown & Aunty Narelle Thomas 
2.4.2 Increase the 

understanding and 
respect for ATSI 
cultures across the 
College 

" Year 9 Indigenous Cultures Day May 26 - Sorry Day / 
Reconciliation Week 

" Year 10 Human Rights Day - ceremony & guest speaker – 
Aboriginal Employment Service. 

" P.R.I.D.E (Proud to Recognise Indigenous Cultures 
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Everyday) initiative (art installation component) - see 
2.4.1G 

" Yr 11 and Staff Immersion to WA 
" Brochure about programs for Open Day, etc 

2.4.3 Utilise programs to 
ensure the effective 
support of all ATSI 
students in their 
learning 

" Student Academic Tracking (NAPLAN & Semester Reports 
to develop personalised learning plans).  

" AIME. (Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience) at 
University of Wollongong 

" AIME Tutor Squad from UOW - Tuesday in homework 
club. 

" Learning Support as per program for identified students 
2.4.4 Deepen the 

engagement of ATSI 
families in the 
education of their 
children and the life of 
the school 

" Indigenous Community Breakfast 
" Student survey with families 
" AEO support during Parent/Teacher interviews 
" Plan to implement the PLP (Personalised Learning Plan) 

with DoI and AEO through 2015 / 2016 

2.5 Student 
Connectedness, 
Belonging and 
Resilience 

2.5.1 Initiate a whole school 
approach to 
responding to student 
needs in the 
contemporary world 
such 

" Designated expert speakers per year group throughout 
year; focus on Mental Health Week; develop Mindmatters 
program through YCs; focus on anti-bullying – whole 
school participation in the 2016 National Day Against 
Violence and Bullying; Digital Citizenship program 
conducted by IT Department.as mental health, bullying, 
cyber safety and resilience 

2.5.2  Provide opportunities 
to students who are 
isolated or vulnerable 

" Through the work of YCs/HROs/subject 
teachers/Counsellor 

2.5.3 Utilise quality practice 
in managing boys’ 
welfare and social 
interactions 

" See above 2.2.1 and 2.5.1; also place emphasis on subject 
teachers to manage their students’ classroom behaviour 

2.5.4 Review the Home 
Room structure to 
increase opportunities 
for meaningful 
pastoral care 
interactions between 
students and teachers 

" Investigate extent of 2 HROs per Home Room; allocation of 
HROs to students they teach, where possible, emphasis 
placed on Yr 9 for Literacy program 

2.5.5 Nurture the College 
culture of inclusivity 
and celebration of 
diversity in the context 
of a growing school 

" Through recognition of students at whole school 
assemblies, Year assemblies, weekly newsletters 
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STRATEGIC DOMAIN-  
3. STUDENT LEARNING 
 
3.1 Student 

Achievement  
3.1.1 Utilise quality 

practices in boys’ 
education to enhance 
student learning 
outcomes 

" Further dissemination of / exposure to variety of Boys’ 
education practices (See 3.1.4) 

3.1.2 Use performance data 
to identify, support and 
monitor student 
achievement 

" Establish tracking process, files of data collection, 
including Naplan results, which can be accessed by HODS, 
YCs, etc. 

" Filter information to staff 
3.1.3 Review the award 

system through which 
academic and co-
curricular 
achievement, effort 
and progress are 
recognised 

" Review statements which reflect student effort. 
" Investigate ways of including indicators of student 

academic growth. 

3.1.4 Increase the 
engagement and 
motivation levels of 
students through 
methods such as a 
mentoring process 

" Investigate and pilot mentoring – teacher to student, 
student to student (Peer Support, Homework Club, After-
School Sport, Clubs). 

" Foster and monitor ways BLP initiatives e.g. inclusion of 
Collaboration disposition, work to engage students 

" Deliberate choice of classroom content/topics/texts/skills, 
to engage students 

" Extend the varieties of learning experiences e.g. use of 
technology, PBL, blended learning, collaborative learning, 
including for purposes of differentiation, focus days in 
specific years, Genius Hour Projects, enrichment projects. 

3.1.5 Continue to challenge 
students to become 
independent learners 

" See above 3.1.4 
" Allow students to have some choice in topics, investigations 

etc 
" Engage with IT  to construct more individualised, self-

paced learning – pilot groups, library facilitation 
" Use of BLP dispositions which encourage independence 

e.g. Perseverance 
" Use library as independent learning centre with teacher-

librarian as facilitator and intermediary between teacher 
and student 

" Purchase and introduction to Online Britannica at Years 8 
and 9 Library Digital Bootcamp 

3.2 Meeting the 
Diverse 
Learning Needs 
of Students  

3.2.1 Develop programs, 
review structures and 
resources for students 
with special needs 

" Develop role of new Learning Support Teacher in 
conjunction with LS Team to ensure that Government. 
disability requirements are met 

" Develop and refine strategies pertaining to Enrichment 
classes 

3.2.2 Enhance the whole 
school approach to 
differentiation and 
assessment 
modification 

" PD Time (Staff Meeting and Faculty); checks and audits of 
examinations, assessments; PD to staff on differentiation 
strategies 

3.2.3 Review and extend the 
level of assistance to 
students in programs 
such as the Homework 
Club 

" CSL, Peer Support leaders 

3.2.4 Continue to look to 
increase learning 
pathways for students 

" Build a multimedia unit 
" iStem - unpack and design the program for Stage 5 (Board 

Endorsed Course) 
" Implement the iStem Program for Year 9 (selected students) 
" Make the course available for all students as either a 100 
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hr or 200 hr course. 
3.3 Literacy and 

Numeracy 
3.3.1 Identify timetable 

opportunities that can 
be utilised to assist 
students to improve 
literacy and numeracy 
standards 

" Utilise Extended Admin period 
" Withdrawal of students for MultiLit 
" Literacy intensives with students identified from 2015 

NAPLAN intervention  
" NAPLAN intervention will need to be repeated in Terms 3 

and 4 for Year 7/ 9 students identified below minimum 
standards 

" Intensive Literacy Projects in particular years e.g. Year 10 
sentence structure/punctuation exercises 

" Year 8 Focus on Literacy assistance in Term 4 
" Explore ways to use Study Skills program to enhance 

literacy/numeracy 
3.3.2 Investigate different 

flexible learning 
environments to 
support literacy and 
numeracy initiatives 

" See 3.3.1 
" Implementation of  online WORDFLYER Literacy program 

Year 9 – review effectiveness end of 2016 
" Develop plans for effective use of Learning Hub 

3.4 Study Skills and 
Self-Directed 
Learning  

3.4.1 Utilise study skills 
programs to develop 
students’ organisation, 
study habits and 
approach to home 
study and revision 

" Set up access, implementation of program, tracking; 
maintain Dr P Salter workshops with Years 11 and 12 
students 

" Goal Setting/Reflection established in Semester 1 now 
being replicated in Semester 2 

3.5 Assessment and 
Reporting 

3.5.1 Develop more efficient 
and effective 
assessment and 
reporting practices 

" L&T Team begins investigation 
" IT Team investigates Edumate options 
" Evaluate other schools’ database systems that provide more 

comprehensive data tracking output 
" Quality audit of assessments and examinations as a 

continuing practice 
3.5.2 Develop the practice of 

assessment for 
learning ensuring 
quality feedback  

" See 3.2.2 – part of school PD 

3.5.3 Examine cross 
curricular approaches 
to assessment where 
tasks can be shared to 
address subject 
specific outcomes 

" Discussion amongst HODs 
" Pilot with the Enrichment classes 

3.5.4 Utilise data to inform 
learning through 
tracking students’ 
progress 

" See 3.1.2 

3.5.5 Develop practices that 
assist students to 
become independent, 
critical, reflective, 
creative and resilient 
lifelong learners 

" See 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 
" Explicit education of teachers and students about the 

process of learning and how to become a better learner 
" Embed BLP initiatives plus thinking routines plus other 

critical thinking strategies - ALARM 
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STRATEGIC DOMAIN –  
4. PEDAGOGY AND CURRICULUM PROVISION 
 
4.1 Teaching 

Practices  
4.1.1 Increase the capacity 

of teaching staff to use 
modern, effective and 
student centred 
methods of instruction 

" Focus of PD Workshops, faculty discussion 
" Encourage external PD in educational innovation 

4.1.2 Sustain a practice of 
common strategies for 
classroom 
management across the 
College  

" Regular communication with staff on classroom 
procedures/strategies 

" Utilise pastoral meetings to workshop classroom strategies 

4.1.3 Encourage teaching 
staff to utilise 
effectively 
technologies in the 
classroom as part of 
their teaching practice 

" Establish an iPad Professional Development course for 
staff 

4.1.4 Encourage teaching 
structures that are 
consistent with best 
practice in boys’ 
education 

" See 3.1.1 and any practices which foster engagement above 

4.2 Teaching and 
Learning 
Framework  

4.2.1 Develop and 
implement a learning 
framework as a means 
to empower the 
students as self-
directed, autonomous 
learners 

" Embedding BLP in the school; incorporate ALARM – to be 
filtered to Year 11 and then embedded in Junior classes in 
limited form 

4.2.2 Develop and utilise a 
learning framework as 
a focus in staff 
professional 
development 

" Provision of PD time for all staff 

4.2.3 Trial the Harvard Zero 
program and 
investigate other 
critical thinking 
programs 

" Engage pilot group in school initiatives and provide 
opportunities for group to filter expertise to staff in PD 
sessions 

" Encourage other teachers to undertake course 
" Investigate other critical thinking programs 
" Engage with UOW to do a Social Action Research on 

Visible Thinking Program’s implementation and impact 
4.2.4 Empower the Learning 

and Teaching 
Committee to continue 
to research innovative 
best practice in 
learning and teaching 

" Provide opportunities for members to undertake external 
PD in educational  innovation 

" Explore ways to effectively share this relevant information 
to staff. 

4.2.5 Develop a reflective 
culture of Learning 
and Teaching 

" Embed reflective culture into Review process, PD, BLP, 
focus afternoons/evenings etc (Pedagogy in the pub?) 

" Embed Peer Observation into pedagogical conversation 
4.3 Curriculum 

Provision and 
Programming  

4.3.1 Implement effectively 
the Australian 
Curriculum 

"  

4.3.2 Broaden Stage 6 
curriculum with 
consideration of 
vocational educational 
pathways  

"  

4.3.3 Improve College 
resources to meet 

" Review current resources and identify priorities 
" Review feed into 3 year budget 
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expanding College 
needs  

4.3.4 Broaden curriculum 
options to meet the 
needs of a growing 
school 

"  

4.3.5 Develop the library as 
a learning hub 

" See above to engage library as a rich learning centre e.g. 
Literature circles, Bootcamps, Librarian assistance with 
assessments, Online Britannica as new initiative 

" Homework Club has been extended to 5.00pm prior to and 
during the Trial 

" Consider extending this to all of Term 3 for Senior students 
4.3.6 Develop further 

enrichment pathways  
"  

4.3.7 Incorporate EREA 
Touchstones into the 
curriculum across the 
school 

"  

4.4 Co-curricular 
Programs 

4.4.1 Increase after school 
programs in areas such 
as Sport and 
Performing and 
Creative Arts 

"  

4.4.2 Enhance student 
confidence and well-
being through the 
provision of an 
extensive co-curricular 
program 

"  

4.4.3 Enhance the Christian 
Service Learning 
program 

" See 1.4 

4.4.4 Explore opportunities 
for relationships in 
sporting, academic and 
cultural programs with 
other EREA schools  

"  

4.5 Professional 
Development 

4.5.1 Strengthen the 
professional 
development 
framework and ensure 
that it is inclusive of 
teaching and non-
teaching staff 

" Explicit links to school initiatives 
" Embed in Support Staff annual reviews 

4.5.2 Enhance the link 
between professional 
learning and the needs 
of students in the 
classroom 

" As above 

4.5.3 Develop the structures 
in place for the 
orientation of new staff 

"  

4.5.4 Enrich the induction 
process for all staff 
and casual teachers 

"  

4.5.5 Extend the mentoring 
processes for New 
Scheme Teachers 

"  

4.5.6 Clarify and address the 
implications of 
compulsory 
accreditation for all 
teachers 

" Employ consultant 1 day/week to assist in the development 
and documentation of College procedures and processes 
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STRATEGIC DOMAIN –  
5. STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND RESOURCING THE COLLEGE 
 
5.1 Human 

Resource 
Management: 
Recruitment and 
Retention  

5.1.1 Develop and maintain 
skilled and dynamic 
staff 

" Provide Professional Development opportunities internally 
and externally 

" Utilise Peer Observation effectively 
" Develop Teacher Performance and Development Handbook 
" Develop Teacher Professional Plans and infrastructure  
" Implement AITSL Performance, Development and 

Evaluation Cycle  
" Develop TAA and implementation of standards 
" Tie Standards with Professional Development  
" Develop mentoring in school through class observation 

scheme  
5.1.2 Provide opportunities 

for staff renewal 
"  

5.1.3 Foster skilled leaders 
at all levels 

" Target teachers for promotional positions / review 
leadership structures  

" Shadow key staff / strategically look to give selected staff 
opportunities to experience leadership  

5.1.4 Provide meeting 
structures which 
enhance collaboration 
and lead to better 
student outcomes 

" Teaching and Learning committee, ICLT committee identify 
as agents of change 

" Review meeting structures ensuring staff meetings are 
pedagogically centred 

" Give opportunities to staff to meet with mentors/partners in 
classroom observation more regularly  

" Teaching and Learning Committee meetings, Learning 
Centre Meetings  

5.1.5 Develop strategies to 
address succession 
planning 

" Ensure opportunities for targeted staff in acting 
promotional positions as opportunities arise.  

" Provide opportunities for staff promotion in a growing 
school - plan for Stage 6 Assistant year academic learning 
positions 

5.1.6 Cultivate school 
collaboration and 
communication 
systems and processes 

" Further develop pairings/opportunities to meet for 
classroom observation  

" Tie in pedagogical goals with teacher annual plans and 
peer observation in Terms 2 and 3  

" Continue development of BLP as a Teaching and Learning 
Framework  

" Refine communication systems - Edumate, College Website, 
Parent Portal 

" Refine communication structures – Edumate 5, College 
website (parent portal, SMS to parents) 

5.2 Workplace 
Culture  

5.2.1 Integrate 
accountability into 
staff professional 
practices 

" Develop processes around professional development, peer 
mentoring, staff goal setting  

" Review role descriptions in College 
" Develop teacher annual plans to include pedagogical aims  
" Increase use of data to inform teaching and learning - class 

student surveys  
" Develop HOD’s annual review structure  
" Department audits to tie to goal settings for HODs 

5.2.2 Refine processes that 
ensure clear guidelines 
for staff relations, 
grievance and conflict 
resolution 

" Engage external consultant to: 
- Review Code of Practice  
- Review mandatory policies in Child Protection, Bullying 

and Harassment, WHS, Social Media and Technology  
- Staff training in Child Protection, Bullying and 

Harassment, Code of Practice  
5.2.3 Maintain a positive 

workplace culture 
defined by clear 
communication, 

" Utilise BLP as a framework to encourage professional 
conversations  

" Maintain Teaching and Learning Committee as a 
springboard for improving Teaching and Learning  
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cooperation and team 
work 

" Utilise peer observation as a means to develop a culture of 
professional dialogue  

5.2.4 Promote a culture 
which prioritises a safe 
workplace 

" Regular WHS Committee meetings 
" Ensure all evacuation drills are carried out  
" Regular updates to WHS to staff  
" WHS compliance audits in each department 
" Investigate ways to best support staff to manage staff in a 

growing school – policies and procedures review, class 
sizes  

" Analyse core risks utilising College ‘Bow Tie’ methodology  
5.2.5 Investigate ways to 

best support staff to 
manage change in a 
growing school 

" Survey staff 
" Investigate staffing structures in other ‘like’ schools 

5.3 Financial 
Management 
and Master 
Planning  

5.3.1 Align the College 
Master Plan with the 
new strategic plan, 
stable enrolments and 
curriculum 
requirements 

" Align College Master Plan with Strategic Plan  
" Update Master Plan to incorporate projections and plant 

changes 2016-2018 
" Review Master Plan priorities 
" Review College enrolment targets of 1060 (2017) with 

rooming requirements in 2017 and curriculum demands  
5.3.2 Develop medium term 

financial modeling to 
inform College 
strategic master 
planning 

" Include 2017 Budget forecasts  
" Review plant requirements for 1060 students  
" 3 year budget projection included in 2017 budget process 

5.3.3 Undertake planned 
capital works and 
maintenance as 
identified in annual 
planning 

" Walkway in Central COLA and Library COLA 
redevelopments 

" Modernise and expand Administration Block foyer - front 
counter and office area 

" Apply for CBGA funding for Monastery conversion to an 
Arts Studio, refurbishment of old Arts block to a Hospitality 
Commercial Kitchen and TAS multi-purpose workshop  

" Completion of College into Precincts  
5.3.4 Comply with all EREA 

and other statutory 
reporting requirements 

" Review Complispace Risk Software 

5.4 Information 
Communication 
Technologies: 
Resourcing and 
Managing  

5.4.1 Explore ways to 
improve 
communication in the 
College through the 
use of technology 

" Improve functionality of Parent Portal  
" Evaluate the effectiveness of Edumate through liaising with 

other vendors as a viable option. 

5.4.2 Ensure that staff, 
parents and students 
have full and equitable 
access to technology 

" Review use of iPads in Senior school  
" Parent Portal and College Website 
" Evaluate the Chromebook program in order to determine 

this device as the ONLY device for students in 2018. 
5.4.3 Review the 

Technology Master 
Plan  

" Review the Technology Master Plan each year 

5.4.4 Equip the College with 
the technologies that 
ensure learning and 
teaching is resourced 
to meet the needs of 
the 21st century 

" Upgrade internet speed and bandwidth  
" Upgrade backup and DR infrastructure 
" Develop a secondary link option. 

5.5 Annual 
Implementation 
of Strategic 
Planning  

5.5.1 Develop a culture of 
annual review of 
programs and 
processes 

"  

5.5.2 Implement a 
systematic review of 
all specific policies  

" Employ consultant to lead review of mandatory policies - 
Code of Conduct, Mandatory Policies – Child Protection, 
Bullying and Harassment, Grievance, Media and 
Technology and Disability Education  

" Review all policies in College – procedures and processes 
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5.5.3 Continue the annual 
review of risk and risk 
management 

" Continue annual update Tickit 
" Formalise ERC Risk Management Committee review of 

risks and processes 
" Systematically review major risks at ERC using Bow-tie 

methodology 
5.5.4 Ensure all school 

practices are compliant 
with legislative 
requirements  

" Ongoing review of current procedures 
" Develop master compliance schedule 
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STRATEGIC DOMAIN –  
6. COLLEGE COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS & CONSULTATION 
 
6.1 Parent 

Involvement and 
Engagement 

6.1.1 Foster effective parent 
partnerships 

"  

6.1.2 Maintain and develop 
social engagement of 
parents and families 
with the College 

" Boys Education Guest speaker 
" Year 7 Parent BBQ 
" Fathers’ Day Breakfast 
" Mothers’ Day High Tea 

6.1.3 Utilise technology to 
communicate 
effectively with 
parents  

" Update of website information and evaluate eNews as a 
platform 

" Implement SMS messaging 

6.2 Board 
Development 
and Formation 

6.2.1 Provide and encourage 
formation 
opportunities for 
Board members 

" Contact EREA to determine dates for Board Formation 
" Invite Board members to relevant school functions 

6.2.2 Address succession 
planning 

" Principal and Board Chair to conduct gap analysis of 
Board skill set and determine shortlist of people to 
approach 

6.3 Connections 
with the Old 
Boys’ 
Association 

6.3.1 Encourage the Old 
Boys’ Association to 
develop as an 
independent 
organisation 

" Establish an Old Boys Committee 
" Determine communication plan with Old Boys 

6.3.2 Utilise the Old Boys’ 
Association to enhance 
learning opportunities 
for the College 
community 

" Establish roster of Old Boys to talk to students 

6.4 College 
Partnerships 

6.4.1 Focus on improving 
student learning 
through the 
partnerships with 
external agencies 
including University, 
Conservatorium, 
Catholic Education 
Office, Parishes, 
Catholic schools and 
organisations, EREA 
schools, Refugee 
Action groups, the 
ATSI Community and 
local industry 

" Combined Board meeting with St Mary’s 
(Term 1) - new synergies – Aboriginal Officer for both 
schools 

" Professional learning - applying to register new courses 
BOSTES- Sharing opportunities across the two schools for 
courses on Standards  

6.4.2 Encourage community 
groups such as the 
Illawarra Disability 
Trust and feeder 
Catholic schools to use 
College facilities 

"  

6.5 Marketing and 
School 
Promotion  

6.5.1 Review the College 
Marketing Plan  

" Review and update baseline data, plan and budget 

6.5.2 Review all school 
signage and 
promotional activity to 
align with EREA 
requirements  

" Finalise update of all print promotional material  
" Finalise update of Website 
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PROMOTING RESPECT AND RESPONSIBILITY 

IDENTITY 
In 2016 our Identity Team developed and supported programs for Peer Support, Old 
Boys, Chapel, Liturgy, Retreats, Reflection Days, Religious Education, Indigenous 
Culture and Students, Christian Service and Solidarity Learning and Student 
Leadership for Justice & Peace. In a year where we farewelled the last Brothers living 
on site, the Identity team has continued to pursue authentic opportunities to develop 
the legacy of the Brothers and the charism of our founder, Blessed Edmund Rice.  

Perhaps one of the most important developments for us this year was to move the 
Senior CSL Project to Year 10 to give boys an opportunity earlier to have meaningful 
engagement with those who are marginalised. Second was the continuation of ERA 
for Change and the development of the prefecture in the student leadership 
organisation to recognise its integral aspect of College life and the connection to other 
EREA schools. Along with this, 2 senior students became our ambassadors to 
Edmund Rice International, liaising with students from Edmund Rice schools around 
the world.  

Finally, as a lead school for Edmund Rice Education Beyond Borders, Mr McGovern 
and I attended the EREBB Congress in Kolkata, India after an immersion in Dadar, 
Mumbai. This was a life-changing experience that brought people together from 
Edmund Rice schools and services all over the world in a spirit of solidarity and 
collegiality to dream how we move into the future together. From this experience, we 
have already made a connection to St Mary School (http://www.stmary.bc.ca/) in 
Canada and Ane Moriam School, Sangram, India (http://www.icbse.com/schools/ane-
moriam-school-sangram/) to develop a tripling relationship and possible immersion. 
We are indeed blessed to be part of such an amazing organisation. As you will see 
from all the Student Leadership reports, ‘...the spirit of Edmund is flowing through our 
veins.’ (Ted Dixon).  
Mrs Judith Hurley - Director of Identity 
Student Leadership for Justice & Peace 
This year there were many opportunities for all the student leaders to be involved and 
step forward for exciting challenges and represent their College in the community. It is 
often on these occasions we witness the pride and passion of our students who 
demonstrate and display their very best qualities that have a positive impact on the 
role and place of the College as the only Catholic school for boys in the Illawarra. 

Congratulations to our graduating leaders who have led the Student Council with 
gusto and humility over the past two years. It is looking brighter for our newly elected 
SRC students who have begun preparations for 2017 with their recent Leadership 
Training Day. 

The following are just a sample of the tremendous areas of school and community 
leadership demonstrated by members of the SRC. SRC meetings and forums; 
Leadership Training Day; Assemblies; College Tours; School Visits; Try Year 7 for a 
Day; Open Day; Peer Support Program; Social Justice Day Symposium; SOJAD; 
Bishop’s Breakfast; Anzac Day and many other Social Justice and Community and 
Culture days. To each and every prefecture and student who gladly and responsibly 
participated and contributed to the positive image we are so proud to showcase at this 
amazing College, a huge thank you. 

Mr Russell Bates - Peace, Justice & Student Leadership Coordinator 
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ERA (EDMUND RICE ADVOCACY) FOR CHANGE:  
This year saw an amazing start to a new year as the ERA for Change group was in it’s 
second year. We have participated in many events which include Anti-Bullying 
Awareness Day, the Welcome Hub, the ongoing HAART campaign that continues and 
White Ribbon Day.  
Anti Bullying Awareness Day was a whole school event seeing the House Prefects 
leading with the ERA for Change representatives to sell wrist bands advocating for a 
stop to bullying. The Welcome Hub saw Prefects, SRC and students across the years 
opening their hearts to the many refugee families within the Illawarra, showing the 
kindness and mercy as outlined by Pope Francis in 2016. 
As part of our commitment to Edmund Rice Education Beyond Borders, we undertook 
the HAART for Children Caritas Campaign in solidarity with our brothers and sisters in 
South Africa. The ERA for Change group organised an awareness activity that 
included all students and teachers willing to participate. Students/teachers in each 
house were assigned areas throughout the school, spelling out ‘HAART’. It also 
signified the beginning of Mandela Day celebrations for EREBB schools.  
We held our fourth Detention for Detention advocacy event, raising awareness about 
children held in detention centres under Australian law, especially on Nauru. The 
event was voluntary, seeing students give up their time and illustrating the College 
touchstone of Justice and Solidarity. Students witnessed a video as it showed the 
students walking in the footsteps of Edmund, upholding the touchstones. The students 
then held up hearts on Sheppard’s Oval, standing in a spiral formation whilst the 
school drone filmed from above. An exciting development for the day was ABC 
Illawarra 97.3 Morning Show host Nick Rheinberger attending and covering the event.  
Our final advocacy event for the year was White Ribbon Day on Friday 25th of 
November. Many Senior Prefects and some of the Junior SRC students participated in 
a walk to raise awareness for domestic violence. This year’s focus was on raising 
awareness for young men, significant for our College. The participation was then 
followed by Senior SRC students raising money and handing out white ribbons for a 
gold coin donation at the College. We are grateful to the local Zonta Club who 
provided us with an installation for our library to raise awareness. 
 
SOCIAL JUSTICE:  
2016 has been a fantastic year in terms of raising money and raising awareness for 
various causes in our community. Each and every one of you who has made any 
contribution has undoubtedly made a difference in the lives of those who need you. 
With these contributions we have been able to raise a large amount of money for 
initiatives such as Movember, 40 Hour Famine, World’s Greatest Shave, Caritas, 
Catholic Mission and Legacy, among others. 
Finally, in our final Assembly for the year we gifted some items to our local St Vincent 
de Paul Conferences, Vinnie’s Van and Aged Care from Catholic Care Wollongong for 
those who would otherwise wake up to nothing on Christmas Day. With all of these 
gifts, Missions collections and charity activities this year, we have collectively raised 
over $40,000 for our community. This is what happens when you are generous with 
your time, your talent and your resources to make the world a better place. A special 
thanks to the teachers and school leaders who encouraged, collected and supported 
us to achieve this amazing goal. Live Jesus in our hearts, FOREVER. 
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St Vincent de Paul & SCARF Winter Sleep 
Outs $1,600.00 

Caritas Project Compassion Lenten Appeal 
in Term One $3,000.00 

Leukaemia Foundation through ‘World’s 
Greatest Shave’ 

$11,000.0
0 

World Vision 40 Hour Famine $3,500.00 
Welcome Hub - Anti Bullying $200.00 
Breast Cancer - Mother’s High Tea $554.00 
Legacy Collection $1,491.00 
Daffodil Day Cancer Council $1,064.00 
AusEE $4,000.00 
Rawa School Community $1,000.00 
Coomaditchie Calendars $750.00 
Movember $3140.00 
 
In addition to these whole school initiatives, we 
acknowledge the following Year Group Charities: 

Year 
7: 

KidsWish $550 
Pacific Calling Partnership $600.00 

Year 
8: World Wildlife Fund $1100.00 

Year 
9: UNICEF $1100.00 

Year 
10: Rawa Immersion $700.00 

Year 
11: Edmund Rice Camps $800.00 

Year 
12: Refugee Scholarship $200.00 Scholarship 
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SUSTAINABILITY:  
The Sustainability team had an excellent year working on our Eco ERC garden and 
planning for improvements to our sustainable practices. In a year following Pope 
Francis’ encyclical Laudato Si, we have been trying to bring more awareness to the 
whole community. Students in Geography and Religion participated in the local Green 
Flicks competition and several boys attended the event at the Regent. Our target for 
2017 is to complete a waste audit in Term 1 to implement a new recycling program 
and the introduction of water filling stations in order to eliminate plastic water bottles 
from our community. 

COMMUNITY & CULTURE:  
The commencement of the College Chess Competition was popularly accepted by the 
College, especially the teacher matches. This occurred over lunch time and either a 
student was playing against another student or two teachers would play against each 
other. This raised the number of students interested in trying out for the College Chess 
Team. Additionally, we had three teams participate in the Tournament of Minds, with 
the STEM team winning the local competition and going to the State Finals. We 
hosted the Catholic Schools Debating State Championship and many students 
represented the College at various public speaking competitions. 
We had other important opportunities this year through Zonta who organised a day to 
pack birthing kits for developing countries and several boys took the opportunity to be 
involved. This and White Ribbon Day are particularly important as we take a stand for 
women. Likewise, we highlighted RUOK Day, UN Peace Day, Mothers’ Day High Tea, 
Fathers’ Day Breakfast, NAIDOC and Indigenous Cultures Day during Reconciliation 
Week.  
LITURGY:  
The Liturgical life of our Catholic school is very important as it captures the way that 
we understand our relationship to God. In addition to whole school Masses for the 
Opening, Founder’s Day and Graduation, we have also added a whole-school para-
liturgy at the beginning of each fortnight assembly. We are constantly reminded of the 
wisdom of the Gospel and the important place of God in our lives. Ash Wednesday 
Opening Mass highlighted the theme of servant leadership as we inducted our new 
Prefects and Vice-Prefects, and Founder’s Day centred around the unveiling of our 
new College Crests and flags, developed over the past three years by students and 
teachers. 

SPORT:  
During this year we developed our House Points system, thanks to Mrs Preston and 
her constant work to keep the tally up to date. In the year when we had the inaugural 
Purple House, McMahon, Rice ended up the eventual winner with Prefect Isaac 
Gargett accepting the trophy at the final assembly. 
As you will see in the sport pages, we had an amazing year in the sporting arena, 
winning the Vince Villa Trophy for most points (boys) in the Diocese of Wollongong.  
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE & SOLIDARITY LEARNING 
“I have learned to put others’ needs before my own and to be more open 
minded and think about the hardships people face and ways in which I might 
help. I learned that I am capable of giving back to a community with endless 
needs. The strength from God and the people who assisted with homework for 
these needy kids showed me how to give back to a community selflessly and 
still gain so much from it.” Mark Dominis 
The ethos of our College is imbued with the values of Inclusiveness, Social Justice, 
Service and Solidarity, based on the understanding that if we can serve then we 
should. Our College prides itself on the quality of character of the young men who 
make up our community. We strive to provide a well-rounded and formative learning 
environment for students, in and out of the classroom. The vast array of extracurricular 
and co-curricular activities available to our young men is immense and requires the 
voluntary dedication of many of our staff. The Christian Service and Solidarity 
Learning program is no exception to this.  
Mr Gray led the Wollongong City Bushcare Program on Keira Park this year along with 
Gregg Fikkers from Council and over 40 Year 10 students. In Pope Francis’ Encyclical 
on ‘Care for Our Common Home’ he appeals for “a new dialogue about how we are 
shaping the future of our planet. We need a conversation that includes everyone, 
since the environment challenge we are undergoing, and its human roots, concern 
and affect us all”. The Bushcare Program made a significant impact on the grounds 
and the student team have progressed to putting in new plants and landscaping the 
site. 
A further fifteen Year 10 students volunteered at PCYC, peer tutoring for an hour and 
a half each week, helping students who cannot access help otherwise with their 
homework and assignments. These boys dedicated time, energy and compassion to 
the program which would not run without the aid of volunteers. One of the peer tutors 
remarked that he felt he got so much more out of helping others than he gave when 
he spoke to the Year 9 students to introduce them to the program. 
Over the summer holidays, we have six students serving as team leaders for Edmund 
Rice Camps NSW. These camps provide a recreational holiday experience for 
disadvantaged children aged 6-12 years who would not otherwise be able to enjoy 
them. This program depends on the generosity of boys like ours, who give freely of 
their time and talents for those in need. We wish them well in their service. 
Other notable projects included students working across the Illawarra Disability Trust 
Sport Program; from Score Dragons to Jammers Basketball, our boys were playing 
sport alongside young persons with disabilities. The Score Dragons Team had the 
amazing opportunity to play the grand final at WIN stadium and our students had the 
privilege to proudly run out on the field with them. We also had one student in Year 10, 
Jacob Cain, reach almost 100 hours of service at the Lighthouse Community Kitchen, 
serving food and making conversation with the homeless of Wollongong. It is 
noteworthy that he has been participating in this program for the past few years.  
The Outgoing Year 12 left with an amazing reputation as Leaders in Service with 
eighteen students being awarded their Edmund Rice Service Medals for giving one 
hundred hours or more of their time across their Senior years. Year 11 look on track 
continue this leadership with another twenty-five students receiving their Justice and 
Solidarity Badges for completion of their Senior Projects at the end of year assembly.  
It has been a fantastic Year of Service at the College and I am proud to be leading 
students through a program that serves so many different facets of our community. 
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May we all work to make this world a better place so that all ‘…may have life to the 
full.’ (1 John 10:10) 
Miss Carlie Davis 
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INDIGENOUS CULTURE & COMMUNITY 

This year started with a painting workshop with Auntie Lorraine Brown, Auntie Narelle 
Thomas and Uncle Sonny Brown at Kemblawarra Community Centre to imagine and 
dream the story of our own Narandha Learning Centre and how to depict this 
important moment in our school’s history. Our Yearbook cover this year is our 
Narandha Dreaming, made up of the ideas of the students themselves as they 
listened to the stories of Aunty Lorraine and Uncle Sonny and their own experience of 
culture and where they have come from. At the centre is an idea that came from Jesse 
Lester in Year 10 that depicts all the year groups in layers, making up the heart of the 
school. There are symbols that depict important land features of our place and the 
places the boys come from, symbols for those coming to and going from our 
community and the hand prints of the Indigenous students. This unique glimpse into 
the dreams of our Indigenous students for our community gives us hope that we can 
dignify the experience and life-story of all people who come to be part of our 
community.  
Of course, Auntie Barbara Nicholson, Jade Kennedy, Jodi Edwards and Uncle Richard 
Archibald were integral in our quest to find the right name for our learning centre at the 
heart of the College. On the day of the opening, Auntie Barbara gave the Welcome to 
Country and was welcomed to the stage herself by Dale Wright, parent of Year 7 
student Jayden Wright, playing the didgeridoo. Tahlia Edwards led the boys in singing 
the Dharawal anthem and they performed the Land, Fire and Water ceremony 
developed for the College. We are grateful for permission from our local people to use 
the Wodi Wodi word Narandha meaning to listen, to hear or to perceive and hope that 
it encourages us to listen to the wisdom of our Indigenous people in all that we do. 
The AIME (Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience) was a huge part of our 
program this year with students from Years 7 to 12 participating at the University of 
Wollongong. In addition, we were lucky to have the AIME Tutor Squad on Tuesdays 
for Terms 2 and 3, supporting Indigenous success. Importantly, we had four 
Indigenous graduates this year who demonstrated a commitment to learning and to 
using their skills and talents to be the best they can be.  
Two students made the Australian Indigenous U16 Football team winning the Oceania 
Cup. Finally, Indigenous Cultures Day, NAIDOC and Reconciliation Week were 
important features of our calendar again this year. The following is an excerpt from a 
speech given by a Year 11 Indigenous student, at our NAIDOC assembly. 
“I am a Bundjulung young man from the north coast of New South Wales through my 
mother’s songline. Growing up on the South Coast I have also learned about Wodi 
Wodi culture and Dharawal language. While Aboriginal people have many different 
languages and cultures, we share similar stories and this area shares the Dreaming 
story of the rainbow serpent with where I come from. 
In the past, my people have experienced racism and segregation. Their children have 
been taken from them and many people in my generation are growing up not even 
knowing much about their own dreaming or songlines. Sometimes this can make 
young Aboriginal people feel like they don’t have the right to claim their Aboriginal 
identity. 

However, with days like this – even acknowledging and learning about aspects of 
Aboriginal people and cultures, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people come to 
understand each other better and build a better future for all. We have a long way to 
go. By the time that I have children, I dream of a country where everyone is accepted 
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and people don’t have to be scared of their own identity. This will be a brave new 
Australia.” 
Mrs Judith Hurley 
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RAWA IMMERSION 

The College has formed a strong connection through annual visits to a very remote 
Indigenous community in Central Western Australia over the past six years. Year 11 
students of Edmund Rice College can apply for the one-week Indigenous Immersion 
Program in partnership with the Rawa Community School and Punmu Aboriginal 
Community, 650 kilometres southeast of Port Hedland, situated in the Great Sandy 
Desert, East Pilbara.  
A position in the program is highly competitive and the lucky participants have the 
opportunity to foster a respect for the local people, history and cultures present in this 
remote Indigenous community. Importantly, it gives us a sense of the integral nature of 
spirituality in the living cultures of Aboriginal people. We were challenged by the 
stories, experiences and relationships we formed on the journey and both students 
and teachers used their journals for daily reflections. 
In preparation, we gathered for numerous workshops and information sessions and Mr 
Volk and Mrs Hurley contributed hours of their time to aid in the planning and 
preparation for this program. Finally when the 3rd June arrived, departure day was 
here and to say everyone was excited would be an understatement. We formed the 
unique jigsaw of the 2016 Rawa Immersion team, each member contributing to the 
Immersion team.  
To be part of the Rawa Immersion Program is a profound honour, one that I cherish 
and reflect on often. It has provided me with memories that will stay with me for life, a 
cultural awareness that encourages solidarity and experiences which have shaped 
me. This was a chance to explore the country I live in and the people I share it with. I 
have a new-found humility and respect for all people particularly Australia’s First 
Peoples. What started as a single immersion experience is building to a lifetime 
journey. 
Following are excerpts of the boys’ reflections; they clearly demonstrate a deepened 
understanding of our College Touchstones and the value we place on our relationship 
with our Indigenous brothers and sisters. 
Miss Joanna Herrmann & Mr Geoff Volk 
 

We set out on a 9-day immersion trip to the community of Punmu, Western Australia. 
The people, the weather, the facilities, it was a whole different world. Instantly I could 
see and feel a great sense of community with kids running through the streets playing 
and elders sitting by and talking. I was blown away with how isolated this community 
is, and yet the community goes on with day to day life. We got the privilege to go to 
Punmu Hill and camp out overnight. It was awesome to see the kids hunting for 
goanna following the traditional ways the elders of the community had taught them. 
Sitting around the fire that night talking to the elders and kids was a truly amazing 
experience and really showed how close and caring the whole community is as a 
whole. (Kye Harvey) 
What I have learned about our Aboriginal brothers and sisters is that they like to 
respect and follow the traditions of their culture such as hunting and learning how to 
use natural resources of the land, from their ancestors. Through the College 
touchstone of Solidarity, I discovered a common humanity with the people in Punmu 
through coming together as a community to meet new people and participate in 
sporting activities. Here at ERC we can create more solidarity through ongoing CSL 
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work, Missions collections and ensuring that all people are given opportunities. (Long 
Nguyen) 
The immersion taught me about the touchstone Inclusive Community. As a group we 
developed a close bond with one another and expanded our relationship with the 
Punmu community. An experience, which I felt brought the wider community together, 
was the AFL day. We went out hunting and looking through ancestral caves which 
particularly enhanced my imagination and understanding of the past and was a further 
gift of including us in their culture. The night at Punmu Hill where the community all 
gathered and together took part in a campfire meal, was an experience I’ll never 
forget. (Louis Whitehouse) 
This was an amazing trip and I got a lot out of it by seeing how this very isolated 
community lives. They taught us a lot by showing us how to catch sand goannas, find 
witchetty grubs and locate water holes. We made monkey bars and dug out two acres 
of weed and spinifex for a community garden. We also made great friends with the 
children from the school, playing basketball and soccer with them. It was amazing to 
see how great they are with their sports; there is so much talent and potential within 
the community for all of them to go a long way. This journey will be something I will 
never forget. It was rewarding and I was grateful for the trip. I would recommend it for 
anyone in the future.  (Vincent Trevillion) 
The Punmu trip was a real eye opener for me, to experience learning about Australia’s 
Indigenous culture. I am very grateful I was able to take part in this trip. While over 
there we did some community service work which included cleaning out a shed, 
refurbishing their community garden and building monkey bars for the children. On the 
last day we participated in their hunting and gathering adventure where I caught a 
goanna with a few of the young high school students. They shared their knowledge 
about the land and their way of life. I had the opportunity to eat a witchetty grub which 
tasted a little like eggs but crunchy. All in all, it was a great experience and I would 
love to hear from the kids again. I would recommend this trip to anyone. (Jack Reid) 
In Punmu, these people’s lives were centred around their culture, their sport and their 
land. They were so similar to us in their humour and personality but different in their 
lifestyle and sense of morals. They gave me an experience I will never forget. The 
people of Punmu choose to live where they do due to their connection to their land. 
We went with the ranger to see ancient cave paintings. There were maps of the area 
with unique symbols representing landmarks such as water, plant species and rock 
formations. It was all truly amazing and deepened the respect I have for these people. 
From the Martu people I have learnt to value our differences and our similarities. 
(Isaac Gargett) 
From my stay in Punmu I have mostly reflected on the relationship the community has 
with the environment. All of the places we went were home to them, not because they 
owned the area but because they had a lot of understanding of what was around 
them. I envy the connection and understanding they have of the land. I could feel the 
strength of the earth and the sky. The land is a beautiful colour and so remote that you 
feel closer to the important thing; at moments I felt a connection to God that I think can 
only be experienced when in raw, natural places. (Liam Flanagan) 
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CAREERS 

Garry Cajar has done a terrific job working hard in all things Careers while Jennifer 
Hodson was on leave until Term 2. Garry’s dedication and personality have made sure 
students, staff and outside agencies have been given the very best in professional 
Career services. 
A redesigned Careers office has been well received and, after a lot of false starts, 
Careers now has an updated venue. With bigger windows and painted walls, it is a 
bright and cheery place. Located adjacent to the Senior COLA means lots of easy 
access for students from all age groups. It is a regular occurrence for students to ‘drop 
in’ for a quick and needed information service. Longer interviews are often arranged 
as a result of these impromptu calls. 
One of the main goals of the Careers department is to make sure every student has a 
direction in which to head on leaving the College. This pathway may mean TAFE or 
University, apprenticeship, traineeship, GAP year, volunteer work, private college or 
full time/part time work. Students are taught the skills in taking ownership of how to 
make wise career decisions. 
One of the new directions in skill development has been the increased use of the 
erccareers.com website - the dedicated and, eventually, one stop shop for Career 
information. In 2016, Year 10 students were instructed in undertaking some serious 
research into decision-making, goal setting and motivation for their Senior years. 
Students were walked through and shown the benefits of the website and then given 
homework activities. These homework activities had students investigating their 
interests, skills, values and job investigations as well as a Draft Career Plan from 
where they are now to where they would like to be at the end of high school. Students 
brought the results of this research to an interview with the Careers Advisers so that a 
dialogue about their direction could ensue. I was very impressed with the quality and 
the integrity of this research. Some students had presented over 10 pages of 
research! It will be interesting to see how this cohort progresses into their Senior 
years. 
One of the best ways to make wise career decisions is to gather information about 
oneself and the world of work. Activities this year that supported the gathering of 
information included: Illawarra Trade Show; UOW Discovery Day; Illawarra Careers 
Expo [All Year 10 and Year 12 students]; UOW Elevate Program; Flagstaff Work 
Experience; Indigenous Centre UOW; All Year 12 interviewed in Term 1; UOW Prep 
Program; UOW Master Class; UOW Link talks; UOW Early Entry talks; Defence Force 
talks; Australian Careers Business College, Evocca College and BlueScope talks; 
Year 10 interviews; individual requested Work Experience; assistance with Equity 
Scholarships and Special Consideration applications; Year 11 talks on scaffolding 
careers activities into their timetable next year; individual interviews; assistance with 
job applications; mock interviews; advertising from local employers offering jobs; 
Senior English Studies class team teaching with Mrs Stafford on careers activities and 
personalised support in class; referrals from other teachers; assistance with subject 
selections; Year 10 Activities day at UOW for all Year 10 students wanting a taste of 
university life as well as hearing from TAFE and UOW College about alternate 
pathways. 
The Careers department also hosted a seminar at ERC for Careers Advisers, from as 
far away as Goulburn, Nowra and Campbelltown, to learn more about using the 
Careers website more efficiently. A Careers Adviser also attended the Illawarra 
Careers Advisers Network each month to network and keep up to date with latest 
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developments as well as attending the Australian Careers Service Seminar in Sydney. 
The Careers Advisers are constantly liaising with outside agencies that are relevant 
and important to the service delivered at the College. 
Speaking with parents who have arranged an appointment, who phone with an 
enquiry or who ask questions when the opportunity arises, is important. Parents are 
encouraged at every stage to be part of their son’s career decision-making process. In 
fact, parent enquiries at information evenings have been very popular. There is a 
section on the Careers website for parents and enquiries are always welcome.  
Mrs Jennifer Hodson and Mr Garry Cajar 
Careers Advisers 
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ENRICHMENT PROGRAM 

This year marked the beginning of the integration of Problem Based Learning and 
Project Based Learning in our Enrichment classes in English, Mathematics and 
Science in Years 7-9. The initiative developed in the context of the whole College 
focus on the Building Learning Power approach to education is providing a stimulating 
environment in the classroom with its emphasis on independent learning, collaboration 
and extending the curriculum to suit our high ability students. This will be continued 
with refinements in 2017 and will inform the development of the Advanced level 
classes in English, Mathematics and Science in Year 10.  
Some of the highlights of this curriculum differentiation include the visit by the Year 9 
Science Enrichment class to the Anatomy Laboratory at the University of Wollongong. 
Miss Davis incorporated this visit into her PBL unit on ‘The Body’. The students were 
challenged and rewarded by their two hour hands-on practical tutorial in which they 
worked with cadaveric material. 
The Year 7 (Mr Richardson) and Year 8 (Mr Sirianni) Enrichment Mathematics classes 
participated in the LinkIn2Uni program, also at the University of Wollongong. Students 
engaged in a variety of tasks aimed at deepening their understanding of how 
Mathematics underpins design in the modern world. Through a collaborative approach 
involving three in-school visits and one visit to the University of Wollongong, students 
designed their own school using 3D models.  
The Year 9 English Enrichment class (Dr Kinnane) and students from the Year 9 
Science Enrichment class were stimulated by their attendance at the Sydney Writers’ 
Festival at Walsh Bay. They participated alongside many Senior students from other 
schools. This was part of their English PBL unit on ‘Cultural Voice’. Paul Kelly 
(singer/songwriter) spoke about his creative process and his latest work based on 
Shakespearean sonnets. They also listened to a panel discussion with Alice Pung 
(Australian writer of short stories and novels as well as a practising lawyer of 
Cambodian descent), Stan Grant (Aboriginal Australian journalist and political 
correspondent) and Eva Orner (Australian filmmaker of Jewish descent). After 
engaging in a Q&A with the panelists, they were spoken to by the Australian Nobel 
Prize winning Scientist, Peter Doherty, who gave a presentation on his career and why 
he thought Biology, rather than Physics or Chemistry, was the most exciting place to 
be in his field.  
The Year 7 English Enrichment class (Ms Mascord) entered in the Write a Book in a 
Day creative writing competition sponsored by the Kids Cancer Project. Three teams 
were entered and each team was given words, settings, and characters, from which 
they had to build on to write a story. Each team had to draft, edit, publish and bind 
their book in under twelve hours. Once they were finished, the books were sent to 
hospitals for sick children to read. Examples of the process and end products include: 
50 Days To Live: 
Our story was a physical and spiritual journey, which started off in London when a 
man, given only 50 days to live, decided that he wanted to fulfil a lifelong dream and 
go on a trip around Australia. Here is a small excerpt from our book. 
The wind blew the leaves across the streets of London. The sunlight peered through 
the clouds and shone in through the bus window. A lady, about 30, wearing black high 
heels, leggings and covered by a black coat, sat reading. She wore thin-rimmed 
glasses; her hair was styled with a flick at the side. 
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“‘50 Days to Live’, eh? Great book, that. Mark Redden is one of my favourite authors. 
You know him?” 
“Yes, I do,” she answered. “He’s my husband.” 
Land Slide: 
We decided to make our book about a survival story with many struggles and 
challenges. We used some funny characters including Harambe who added humour. 
Our aim was to give the children in hospital an enjoyable book that could motivate 
them and make them believe they could do whatever they wanted. Here is a tiny part 
of one of our action scenes from ‘Landslide’: 
”Aaargh,” I scream in pain as I grasp onto a rock’s edge, stopping me from being 
pulled into the endless abyss of water.  

“Help!” cries Liam as he is swept away, slowly disappearing beyond the horizon. 
ENGLISH, MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE COMPETITIONS 
Beginning this year, all Enrichment classes entered the English, Mathematics and 
Science competitions. The results for Science and Mathematics are included in the 
reports for these subjects. In regard to the English Competition, students were 
prepared in their Enrichment English class and part of their assessment was based 
on this preparation.  
 

TOURNAMENT OF MINDS 
Three teams of students from the College participated in the Regional Tournament of 
Minds Challenge hosted for the first time by the University of Wollongong. Each team 
was comprised of 7 students from Years 7 to 10, and participated in one of 5 subject-
based challenges set by the tournament organisers. Our teams were entered in 
Science and Technology, Maths and Engineering. Each team completed a Long 
Term Challenge over a 5 week period and on the day competed in a Spontaneous 
Challenge. All teams met their deadlines and showed excellent team spirit. The 
Science and Technology team were placed first out of 9 high schools competing in 
their challenge. Their results for both the Long Term and Spontaneous Challenge 
were outstanding and they went on to represent our region in the NSW State Final 
hosted by the University of New South Wales.  
 
DA VINCI DECATHLON 
This year the College entered teams in Years 7, 8 and 9. The Da Vinci Decathlon is 
hosted by The Illawarra Grammar School and twenty four teams participated on the 
day, including teams from our region, the Highlands and Southern Sydney. Each team 
competed in ten challenges: English, Engineering, General Knowledge, Mathematics, 
Science, Cartography, Creative Producers, Art and Poetry, Philosophy and Code 
Breaking. The difficulty of the tasks and the high standard of the teams challenged the 
boys who drew upon their skills in both collaboration and resilience to complete all 
challenges with energy and enthusiasm. The Year 7 team were awarded Third Place 
in General Knowledge and Third Place in Mathematics. The Year 8 team were 
awarded Third Place in Science. The Year 9 team  were awarded First Place in Code 
Breaking. In 2017, the College will also enter a team in Year 10. 
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CHESS CLUB 
Chess Club occurs each Monday for interested students and Mrs Patching helps to 
co-ordinate the games which are held at lunch time in the library. On 31st March, the 
College again hosted the Sydney Chess Academy Interschool Tournament in our 
region. Thirty four of our students registered to participate in this event. In the 
Secondary School Division, Edmund Rice College came third out of the five schools 
participating. The College Chess team represented the College in the NSW Junior 
Chess Competition and were eliminated prior to the finals. These students did a 
wonderful job in assisting with the Chess Club, particularly earlier in the year. In 
2017, they will hand over to some of the junior players as they focus on their HSC.  
 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
The College public speakers participated in several Year 7 to Year 10 competitions 
including Rostrum Voice of Youth), Legacy Public Speaking and the United Nations 
Public Speaking competition, Voice NSW. For the first time the College hosted the 
regional rounds of both Legacy Public Speaking and Voice NSW. This allowed our 
English Enrichment classes the opportunity to be in the audience and hear the best 
speakers in our region and to support some of our own speakers as they competed 
against them. In Legacy Public Speaking, two girls from Smiths Hill were awarded 
Winner and Runner-Up. ‘Voice NSW’ was entered as part of a Project Based 
Learning Unit on Persuasive Language in the Year 9 English Enrichment class. This 
involved group work with an individual chosen to present as an oral task. This 
enabled students who would not normally participate in public speaking events to do 
so. In Rostrum Voice of Youth, which was hosted by Smiths Hill, all our speakers 
made a sound effort on the prepared and impromptu speeches. One Year 9 student 
from ERC excelled in this competition and was awarded the Regional Winner. He 
went on to represent our region at the final which was held in Sydney.  
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DEBATING 
Our debaters from Year 7 to Year 11 continued their involvement in Lumen Christi 
Debating. This is a series of debates against St Mary Star of the Sea College. To their 
delight, the boys retained the shield for 2016 with a narrow two debate lead over the 
girls. 
Our College teams participated in the Regional NSW Catholic Schools Debating 
Competition. The Year 7, Year 9 and Year 10 teams were Regional Runners-Up, with 
a second Year 10 team also participating in place of Holy Spirit College. Our Year 8 
team were Regional Winners and went on to represent the College in the NSW 
Catholic Schools Country Championships which were held at Edmund Rice College.  
The College had over two hundred visitors to the school on this mammoth debating 
day. Our Music students, Hospitality students and Enrichment students and their 
teachers worked together along with the Library and Canteen staff in hosting twenty 
debates and catering for their needs. The outgoing Year 12 debaters  returned to play 
a vital part in the administration of the event. Our Year 8 Debating team were 
eliminated by St Pius X High School in a close debate. Due to an unexpected 
withdrawal by a Senior team from the Hunter Region, the College fielded a selected 
replacement team This team made a wonderful effort to win the first round against the 
Senior team Mt St Patrick College, Murwillumbah, becoming Runners-Up to the NSW 
Country Champions, La Salle Academy, Lithgow. For this achievement, they will also 
be awarded the Edmund Rice College Debating Trophy for 2016.  
 
Dr Barbara Kinnane 
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LEARNING & TEACHING 

The initiatives to improve the learning and teaching at the College during 2015, have 
been further developed and consolidated during 2016. These have focused on 
implementing a Learning and Teaching Framework which cultivates critical and 
creative thinkers, problem solvers and collaborative and resilient lifelong learners. It 
provides support for teachers to engage with each other in professional conversations 
whereby they share and reflect on their teaching practices. 

LEARNING & TEACHING FRAMEWORK 
The understanding that intelligence is a combination of habits and attitudes which can 
be developed, underpins Building Learning Power, our College Learning and Teaching 
Framework. This year the two focus habits were effective Questioning and 
Perseverance and because of their importance every day in every year group, they 
will be constantly reinforced. Many teachers have also integrated into their practice, 
elements of a Learning and Responding Matrix which improves the ways teachers 
design and students answer questions in tests and assessments.  
Another group of keen teachers undertook the Semester 2 “Making Thinking Visible” 
course with Harvard University. The thinking strategies teachers learned about and 
experimented with have been embedded into teaching programs and also add to the 
engaging vitality many teachers bring to their classrooms.  
Some teachers have also been experimenting with different ways of improving student 
learning. After completing pedagogical workshops both within the College and with 
external providers, more teachers have used a Flipped Classroom component and 
Project Based Learning or Inquiry Based Learning within their classes. Teachers have 
also been involved in lesson observations of their peers as pedagogical learning to 
inform their own teaching practice. The opportunities for teachers to reflect on and 
share with each other ways to improve quality teaching and learning are a fixture in 
teachers’ professional development. 
The Study Skills Online Program is important in supporting students’ educational 
experiences. Though some aspects of the program are undertaken in school time, 
students can access it online at any time for helpful tips. Modules such as Active 
Studying or Test-Taking Techniques are useful for all students regardless of year 
group and should be revisited regularly. Earlier in the year Dr Prue Salter, the creator 
of the program, work-shopped Years 11 and 12 students in maximising the benefits 
they achieve through study and examination preparation. 
To complement all students’ daily learning in literacy and numeracy, Years 7, 8 and 9 
used the extended Administration period to engage in Silent Sustained Reading and 
Skills activities. Students were also given mini trials of Naplan tests to familiarise 
themselves with the expectations and form of the individual tests. Some year groups 
also experimented with an engaging online English language Program, Word Flyer, 
which will be extended to include more students in 2017. 
I would like to end by formally acknowledging and thanking the Learning and Teaching 
Committee’s contribution to shaping the pedagogical direction of the College. They are 
a dedicated group of educators with an unswerving passion for improving student 
achievement and the educational vitality of the College. 
Mrs Sofia Masters 
Co-ordinator of Learning & Teaching 
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

During 2016 the College continued to implement the revised curriculum for the 
Diocese of Wollongong in the Junior school program. With twenty-seven teachers of 
Religion, we had much expertise and teamwork on our professional development 
days. The new syllabus has an element of ‘Enduring Understanding’ which has helped 
both students and teachers to focus on the religious truths in our Catholic tradition. 
Some of the statements from the Year 9 program which we implemented this year 
include the idea that ‘The Sacred Scriptures are understood through the context and 
faith that gave rise to them and the form in which they were written.’ Most importantly, 
all of the units assist us to understand that ‘The Catholic Church in Australia is fully 
alive; growing and changing in response to the needs of its people and in communion 
with the universal Church.’ 

As evident in the new direction of our student leadership structure, our Catholic ethos 
and curriculum influence what we see as important and even the charities that we 
choose to support, with each year group’s emphasis ties to their Religion Curriculum. 
An important development for the faculty this year was the introduction of the 
Accelerated stream for Studies of Religion in the HSC program, with our first class 
writing their HSC exams this year. With their dedicated teacher, Mrs Lothian, the 
students who were accelerated had outstanding results, with eight students achieving 
the top Band 6 result, followed closely by the rest of the group in Band 5. This was 
added to other outstanding results in Studies of Religion 1, with six Band 6 results and 
Studies of Religion 2 with half the class receiving Band 6 results and half in Band 5. 
Mrs Masters, Mrs Lowe, Mrs Scozzafava, Mr Tadros and I are very proud of the effort 
and results of all of our students. 
Finally, we have continued our tradition of finding opportunities for our students to 
engage with the world and apply what they are learning in Religion to real life through 
activities such as visiting the Nan Tien Temple, Cringila Mosque, Sydney Jewish 
Museum and local sacred Aboriginal sites. Further, Indigenous Cultures Day, Human 
Rights Day, Peer Support, Reflection Days and Retreats are designed to be moments 
of reflection where students can find God in the everyday. We have certainly been 
blessed with amazing teachers and students who continue to demonstrate growing 
understanding of our Catholic faith and other faith traditions.  
Mrs Judith Hurley 
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CREATIVE & PERFORMING ARTS 

VISUAL ARTS 
I am always inspired by the energy and artistic talents amongst the boys at Edmund 
Rice College and 2016 has been a particularly productive year in the arts. 
Our Years 7 and 8 students set a lively pace, creating works in drawing, scratch art, 
painting, print making, mixed media and ceramics. Their art has also been a colourful 
feature as a changing exhibition in the Narandha Learning Centre. 
Mr Tognetti’s Year 9 Art students pushed their skills to new heights, creating large-
scale paintings as well as expressive clay sculptures inspired by the monolithic Easter 
Island Moai statues. The boys also experienced a taste of university life by 
undertaking a tour of the University of Wollongong Creative Arts precinct. 
The Year 11 students set a great foundation for their future creativity, developing 
works in a broad range of themes and media. They also took inspiration from their visit 
to the Art Express exhibition at the Art Gallery of NSW, returning to school brimming 
with ideas for their own art making. 
Mrs Sykes led her Year 12 students through the demands of creating their own Body 
of Work for the HSC Visual Arts course. Their works featured a range of media areas, 
including graphic design, ceramics, painting, print making and digital media. 
This year we welcomed Miss Sarah Cole to the Creative Arts Faculty, whose talents 
as a Visual Arts and Photography teacher were greatly appreciated by the students. 
Miss Cole also ran the after school Visual Arts Studio Program, where students 
extended their learning in Visual Arts by making paintings and charcoal drawings, and 
even designing their own custom-made skate board deck. Some of their works are 
featured on these pages.  
The Years 9 and 10 students deepened their experiences in the exciting world of 21st 
century art making through the Photography and Visual Design courses. 
I would like to thank all students for their wonderful work in Visual Arts this year as 
well as the fantastic team of teachers who shared their talents and passion for art with 
the boys! 
Mr Chris Borg 
Head of Creative Arts 
MUSIC 
2016 marked a significant change for Music at Edmund Rice College. The opening of 
the newly built Music rooms as part of the Narandha Learning Centre has certainly 
encouraged the students “to hear, to listen and to perceive”.  
For many students in Year 7, the study of music is a new and unexplored domain, 
which they certainly met with vigour. The course presents new challenges to the 
students including theoretical components such as reading traditional and non-
traditional forms of music notation, and listening to and analysing musical pieces. This 
year, with the introduction of the iRig Keyboards, students were introduced to musical 
composition and performance with the aid of their iPads.  
The modified semester rotation program for students in Year 8 proved very 
successful. A large concert was held on the “Narandha Verandah”. This concert was 
attended by most Year 8 students and involved performances from a wide array of 
students - almost thirty students volunteered to perform for this inaugural event. As a 
result of this year group’s talent and enthusiasm, two Elective classes have been 
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formed for the study of Year 9 Music in 2017. This signifies an exciting period of 
growth for the subject within the College. 
The Year 9 Elective class, a very talented and enthusiastic group, worked diligently 
through the varied topics of Blues, Latin Music, Australian Music and Musical Theatre 
throughout the year. In Semester One, they staged a dazzling evening concert in the 
new music room to entertain an audience of over sixty people. In Term 4, the students 
staged their own “Mini-Musical” performing in a wide variety of musical styles. 
Year 10 studied Rock Music, Musicals, Music and Technology, and Latin Music this 
year. Several students within the group were involved in the “One Night Only” concert.  
Students of the Year 11 Music class staged an evening concert in the new Music room 
and also participated in the College production, College assemblies, Fathers’ Day 
Breakfast and Mothers’ Day Function.  
The HSC class of 2016 included students that had become core members within a 
range of groups during their time at the College. As a class, they concluded with the 
creation of a music video which proved a fun and memorable way to consolidate their 
talents and acknowledge their contributions to the College over the last six years. 
The plethora of co-curricula activities available to the students within the musical 
domain also continues to grow. 
The Stage Band again performed admirably throughout the Illawarra at numerous 
local primary schools, presenting an arrangement of pieces that entertained both the 
students and teachers alike. 
The College Jazz Collective also performed admirably at Open Day, the College 
Mothers’ Day function, Fathers’ Day Breakfast, Mental Health Week celebrations, 
Christmas in the Mall concert and the Illawarra Diggers Remembrance Day function. 
Several members of the group also participated in the annual Megaband event, 
performing alongside one of Australia’s leading Jazz musicians, James Morrison.  
The String Group was busy performing at numerous events including College 
assemblies, the College Production, Open Day, Mental Health Week, Christmas in the 
Mall, the State Debating Finals and for the Illawarra Diggers. Again this year the boys 
participated in the Australian Chamber Orchestra workshop and were fortunate 
enough to play alongside the professional musicians and also watch the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra in rehearsal. 
This year saw the formation of the ERC R’n’B Band. The boys, all in Year 7, made 
their debut performance in front of their peers at a College assembly and dazzled the 
audience at the “One Night Only” performance night with the classic hits “Midnight 
Hour” and “Too Proud to Beg”. It will be interesting to watch these students follow in 
the footsteps of the older boys as they develop their performance skills. 
The College Rock Band continued to flourish under the guidance of Rhett Keen from 
the Illawarra School of Rock.  
We would like to thank the many boys who, throughout the year, have assisted with 
College Masses and Liturgies and the St Therese Youth Mass. 
We would also like to acknowledge our after-school tutors for sharing their skills and 
experience with our Junior students - Jodie Michael our drum tutor, Ben Cauduro our 
new keyboard tutor and former student and Callum Byrnes - Guitar lessons. 
Mr Mario Bonaccorso and Mr Greg Haybittle 
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DRAMA 
Blood, sweat and tears?  
Yes! But it has all been so worthwhile, beginning with a pack of zombies roaming the 
grounds of Edmund Rice on Open Day, moving through to poignant work as part of 
the modern Stations of the Cross in the Easter Liturgy, and culminating with the 
fabulous work in our December production of ‘15 Reasons Not to be in a Play’. The 
growth in discipline, team work and confidence in each of the boys has been a real joy 
to witness as they breathed life into their characters and had their audiences 
entertained at the Phoenix Theatre in Coniston. 
Many thanks to all the staff, parents and students who have been part of helping out 
with Drama Club throughout 2016, particularly the production team members without 
whose tireless support we would not have been able to put on such a successful end 
of year show. 
A big thanks is also in order for our live musicians and foyer entertainers; to our super 
stage managers who were led by Phoenix Theatre’s personell; to all the boys who 
worked on creating the artwork, props and costumes. . 
I am really looking forward to guiding the boys in the next stage of their dramatic 
development in 2017. We have our ever-expanding group of performers within the 
College, including our Stage 5 Elective Drama course which is up and running in 
2017, alongside the extracurricular Drama Club for Stage 4. Watch this space! 
Ms Erin Mascord 
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TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION 

“Students live in a rapidly changing technological world. Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) has become an important part of everyday 
life.”  

Board of Studies, Teaching and 
Educational Standards NSW [BOSTES] 2016 

 
Learning with technology continues to be exciting for students and teachers yet 
challenging in the way in which learners use these resources effectively. Finding the 
balance between current and traditional teaching practices continues to evoke debate 
and conjecture. 
In terms of innovative pedagogies, the Mathematics department, led by Mr Meyer, has 
started the planning and use of an interactive data projector in one of the classrooms. 
This will expand next year in that a further two interactive data projectors will be made 
available to teachers in Mathematics classrooms. Mr Wall and Mr Milner have been 
trialling a Swivl camera (www.swivl.com) which will provide the scope to record 
lessons and offer students a hybrid flipped classroom environment in which certain 
explanations and ideas are made available for students online from home. 
A growing area in school is iStem (Invigorating Science Technology Engineering and 
Mathematics) which will now be a 100 hour or 200 hour course in 2017. Robotics, led 
by Mr Milner, continues to grow and will have a unique space with this inaugural iStem 
elective running in 2017. Part of the course, run by Mr Milner and Mr Sjostedt, will go 
beyond the use of Lego Mindstorm Robotics and will instead utilise 3D design and 
Arduino robotic technology. Both teachers have planned an exciting program which 
will have students participating in competitions and at the same time using all the 
latest learning technologies we can access. 
An area which involves re-evaluating is the type of device students use. This year, 
students in Years 7 to 9 have continued to use the iPad, whilst students in Years 10-
12 have had the option of using their current iPad, an Apple Laptop or a Google 
Chromebook. Interestingly, 17 students over two years have been piloting a Google 
Chromebook. The feedback has been positive and provides an excellent, affordable 
alternative for our students in the future at the College. Some of the comments from 
students in terms of using a Chromebook included: “More useful for seniors to type 
notes independently given nature of subject content”; “Restrictions on distractions in 
the Chromebook”; “Typing notes or information is much better on the Chromebook 
with the keyboard; searching and researching using the internet is faster too, and also 
is a better learning tool than the iPad.” 

This initial pilot program will lead to a comprehensive study on current technology use 
in 2017. The study will be conducted by the University of Wollongong and will assist 
us to find better ways for students to use technology in the class. 
At Edmund Rice College, technology remains an imperative part of our classroom 
practices. Technology will continue to make us educators rethink how to best prepare 
students for an ever-changing workforce in which 21st century thinkers need ITC skills 
to function and contribute effectively.  
Mr Frank Sirianni 
Director of Information Technologies & Innovation 
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The school’s augmented reality sandbox is now complete. 

Throughout the year, students built a new class tool for Geography. This new device 
is a box of sand with a projector and sensor on top that will project down onto the 
sand contour lines as well as adding colour to the sand to help teach students about 
mapping. The sandbox also has many other functions such as being able to do water 
simulation which could become a powerful tool for Science classes. 
The students have been working on this project since the start of term two and have 
been spending time after school and at recess and lunch. The projector and sensor 
required the construction of a computer and sophisticated programming. As a result 
of the hard work, the group now has the final version working in a Geography 
classroom for all the teachers in the Social Science department to use. 

By Isaac Bankier 
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LIBRARY 

This year was the realisation of a long-term vision for the Library. The planning and 
building of the new Narandha Learning Centre was a long process full of dreams and 
visions which finally came together with the official opening by Senator for New South 
Wales, The Honorable Concetta Fierravanti-Wells, and blessed by the Most Reverend 
Peter Ingham on 16th February 2016. 
The Narandha Learning Centre is a unique and valuable resource providing a social 
space to meet, collaborate, research, learn, share and relax. Described by students as 
‘impressive’, ‘spacious’, ‘feels like being home again’, ‘futuristic’, ‘iconic’ and with one 
student commenting that it has ‘a star trekky’ feel. Years 11 and 12 students were 
particularly appreciative of the Senior Study space, which enabled them to maximise 
their study efforts. 
The library continues to evolve to meet contemporary teaching and learning needs 
and this year was involved in Digital Citizenship Bootcamps with Years 8, 9 and 10, 
Visual Literacy with Year 7, Reading Circle Program and Premier’s Reading Challenge 
with Years 7 and 8, and collaboration with teachers on class assignments and 
research. 
During Recess and Lunch the Library provides opportunities for students to study, 
read, complete homework and assignments, as well as exercise their mind and 
problem solving strategies through a range of games, including Chess, Mastermind, 
Uno, Battleship, cards, Yu-Gi-Oh! and picture puzzles. Some Friday lunchtimes, 
ferocious and energetic games of Kahoot take place alongside the calm and creative 
drawing/cartooning club. 
With pleasure we again welcomed Boori Monty Pryor and Steven Herrick to the 
College. Monty, a well-known author and inaugural Australian Children’s Laureate in 
2014-2015, promoted the importance of reading, creativity and storytelling to Year 7. 
His enthusiasm and passionate storytelling were an inspiration to the boys, with some 
searching out Monty’s books in our collection. 
Our other favourite author, Steven Herrick, was a hit with Year 8. His sense of humour 
and ability to capture everyday experiences in verse ensured an enjoyable and 
valuable performance, offering the boys a different perception of poetry and verse 
novels. Steven noted that “People think poetry is about really static, old, boring things 
like a tree or a river. My poetry is about a boy who jumps in the river. I don’t write 
descriptive poems. I write stories in verse” [Steven Herrick. Having fun with poetry. 
thepulse.org.nz] 
I would like to thank the many teachers and Support staff who have given their time 
and expertise to students at Homework Club, providing them with extra support and 
assistance with homework and assignments. 
Thank you to the following staff who as a team help make the Library a vibrant and 
welcoming place as an integral part of the College community – Mrs Patching for 
contributing many skills to Library services and playing a vital role in the growth and 
function of the Library; Ms Ndaira and Mrs Masters for their valued contribution to the 
Library’s smooth operation and the continued development of Library and Information 
Services at Edmund Rice College. 
Mrs Maria Ham 
Teacher Librarian 
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING 

2016 has been a great year for the VET Department and all of the students who have 
been involved in VET subjects - Hospitality, Metal and Engineering and Construction. 
Our Hospitality students have enjoyed a frenetic year packed full of tasks and skills to 
master, together with a long list of functions which they have supported. 
Within the College the Hospitality students have assisted in catering for the Mothers’ 
Day High Tea, performance morning teas, the College Drama night, sandwich café, 
staff lunches, café events and parent dinners. They have also been supporting the 
wider community through their preparation and serving of meals for the Soup Kitchen 
in partnership with the Wesley Uniting Church. We have also been fortunate to have 
one of our students, Andrew Ly, recognised at the Regional VET Awards evening for 
his achievements in Hospitality. 
The Construction classes have had strong support from the students this year with 
many students enjoying the course. Projects suitable for their toolbox have been part 
of the focus this year, while many boys have also been putting their newfound skills to 
good use by completing children’s outdoor settings. They are all looking forward to 
commencing the Bricklaying section of the course where they will be building a new 
access driveway on College grounds. 
The Metal and Engineering course has once again proved to be a fast-paced and 
challenging ride for all the students involved. From basic hand skills through to 
machine use and welding, the boys have excelled to the point where they easily 
achieve, even CNC machine programming. 
We are also extremely proud of Lachlan Sweeny who was awarded VET Metal and 
Engineering Student of the Year at the Regional VET Awards. 
While on the subject of awards it would be fitting to acknowledge Mr Geoff Volk who 
was presented with the “Teaching Excellence and Innovation Award”. 
Our VET students and faculty have enjoyed great success this year and we look 
forward to 2017 and the challenges it will offer. 
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SPORT 

Edmund Rice College once again had a fantastic year in sport, both for individuals 
and teams. This would not be possible without the teachers who volunteer to coach, 
manage and transport students. I sincerely appreciate their help in providing 
opportunities for the students to participate in the many and varied sporting events 
that occur throughout the year.  
The After School Sport Program proved popular throughout Terms 1-3 again in 2016. 
Term 4 saw a drop in numbers and a few modifications were made to the sports 
offered in order to increase numbers. Some of the sports offered were Weights Gym, 
Indoor and Field Soccer, Volleyball, Baseball, Rugby Union, Ultimate Frisbee/Vortex, 
Indoor and Outdoor Cricket, Badminton, Table Tennis, AFL, NFL and Basketball. 
This year, like every year, sees the end of the contribution from our Year 12 group. I 
would like to highlight and acknowledge the combined efforts of a few students who 
were competing for Sportsman of the Year Award. Such was the calibre and diversity 
of the athletes, the College had to break down and analyse their individual 
participation in ERC, Diocesan, NSWCCC and NSW All Schools sports to find the 
best fit for awards.  
There were some outstanding results and performances from both teams and 
individuals in NSWCCC and NSW All Schools events.  
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SUMMARY OF DISCIPLINE POLICIES 

At Edmund Rice College the primary focus is to develop skills and confidence in the 
boys to exercise self-discipline and behave in productive ways. Sanctions do apply 
when boys make inappropriate decisions. The following principles underpin the 
management of discipline at the College. 

a) Students and staff are expected to engage in productive ways built on respect 
for each other. 

b) A spirit of co-operation and mutual respect in the College is essential to the 
fulfilment of this task. 

c) All students have an equal right to the educational opportunities offered at the 
College. 

d) Authority at the College rests with the teacher who is qualified and responsible 
for the development of learning and who is answerable to parents and the 
College Executive. The teacher is expected to maintain good order for the well-
being of the individual student, the class and the whole College, (and if the 
imposition of discipline becomes necessary, it is the teacher's responsibility to 
take the first steps towards imposition). 

e) Corporal punishment of any description is expressly prohibited at the 
College. 

f) The College does not explicitly or implicitly sanction the administering of 
corporal punishment by non-school persons including parents, to enforce 
discipline at the school. 

g) A disciplined community, whether at class or College level, works on the 
principle that its members' rights exist, and must be respected. This in turn, 
means that each community member has certain responsibilities in earning 
respect for himself, and in showing due respect for others. 

h) The imposition of sanctions such as detention (after school or during lunchtime), 
clean up duty, the use of the diary, etc. will be balanced by positive 
reinforcement. This positive reinforcement may include the use of the Award 
system, recognition at school assemblies or a comment in the student's diary. 

i) As such, the philosophy behind discipline at the College is that students must 
recognise the rights of others, accept responsibility for their actions and regulate 
their behaviour for productive engagement. 

Throughout dealing with all matters of discipline, the principles of procedural 
fairness for all parties involved will be a matter of utmost priority. This is also 
consistent with the principles that underpin the Charter of an Edmund Rice 
Education Australia school. 

The College's Discipline Policy and Procedures is contained in: 
(a) The Staff Handbook 
(b) The Student Diary 
(c) Parents' Handbook - Programmes and Policies 
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(d) The College Website 
(e) Rights and Responsibilities Booklet 

The Discipline Policy is continually under review to ensure that procedural fairness is 
retained. 
The student diary is a source of information relating to specific policies for students 

and parents. 
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STUDENT ANTI-BULLYING POLICY  
 

This Student Anti-Bullying Policy promotes the Catholic ethos of the College which 

articulates the right of every child to be safe and the responsibility of the College and 

its staff to ensure a school environment which is supportive, protective and allows 

each student to realize their potential.  

The anti-bullying policy articulates core values that emanate from the guiding 

principles of The Charter for Catholic schools in the Edmund Rice tradition. The 

touchstones of the Charter underpin the guiding principles of our anti- bullying policy:  

 

· As an Inclusive Community Edmund Rice College provides pastoral care that 

nurtures the dignity of each person as a child formed in the image of God.  

 

· As a school community offering a Liberating Education the College offers a 

learning culture that enables students to experience success within a safe and healthy 

environment.  

 

· As a College in the Edmund Rice tradition the College emphasises a Gospel 
Spirituality by modelling the Gospel values of compassion, justice and sacredness of 

each person.  

 

· As an Edmund Rice School modelled on Justice and Solidarity the College utilises 

and develops a curriculum that integrates the themes of justice and peace, respect 

and tolerance.  

 

This policy acknowledges the importance of the nature of the learner and the learning 

process within the evangelising mission of the Catholic Church. It identifies the 

interconnectedness of the characteristics of quality Catholic learning and teaching and 

has been designed to value, respect and promote the self-esteem and dignity of each 

learner. This policy challenges and supports learning and teaching founded on a 

Catholic world-view that integrates faith, life and culture.  

 

1. Philosophical Basis  
 

The dignity of the human person is the foundation of all Catholic social teaching and 
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inherent to our education ministry. Consequently, the principle that the person is made 

in the image and likeness of God, is central to the mission of all our school 

communities. Essential to this is the creation and maintenance of a respectful, safe 

and supportive learning environment that promotes student wellbeing and enables 

school communities to engage an inclusive and diverse range of learners. In 

particular, it is vital that learning technologies are used ethically and responsibly in the 

school environment, so that communication is respectful and human dignity valued.  

 

The prevention of and responses to incidents of bullying, inappropriate use of 

technology and disrespectful behaviour in schools is more readily achieved in a caring 

and supportive school culture that promotes positive relationships and reflects Gospel 

values. Bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment, aggression and violence disregard core 

values of our faith including dignity, respect, justice, equity, compassion, trust and 

courage. Importantly, such actions can adversely affect the wellbeing of students and 

are therefore unacceptable. All members of our school communities are expected to 

prevent and challenge such actions in order to build respectful relationships that 

respond effectively and sensitively to the needs of each person.  

 

2. Context  
 

Definition of Bullying  
The National Safe Schools Framework (2011) defines bullying as repeated verbal, 

physical, social or psychological behaviour that is harmful and involves the misuse of 

power by an individual or group towards one or more persons.  

 

By contrast, conflict between equals and single incidents are not defined as bullying 

although, of course, such incidents may require intervention by the school.  

Bullying of any form or for any reason can have long-term physical and psychological 

effects on those involved, including bystanders. 
http://www.deewr.gov.au/Schooling/NationalSafeSchools/Pages/nationalsafeschoolsframework.aspx 

 

Cyber-bullying involves the use of any information and communication technology 

involving deliberate, isolated or repeatedly hostile behaviour by an individual or group, 

that is intended to harm others or is undertaken recklessly, without concern for its 

impact on others. By virtue of its nature, technology facilitates repeated access to 
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harmful content.  

 

A Focus on Cyber-bullying  
Bishop Peter Ingham’s Pastoral Letter on Internet Safety (2008) states:  

 

“Together with the mobile phone, the Internet has transformed the way that 

conversations are held, friendships are maintained, entertainment is sought 

and information is gained. …In identifying some of the dangers of the 

Internet, and bringing some of the wisdom of our faith tradition to bear upon 

them, it is our hope that we can all be alert to those aspects of the Internet 

which can be a danger to our safety, to our human dignity, and to our 

relationships with each other and with God.”  

 

According to the Australian Covert Bullying Prevalence Study (2009)  

 

“Being bullied every few weeks or more often …overtly and/or covertly… is a 

fairly common experience, affecting approximately one in four Year 4 to Year 

9 Australian students (27%)” Cross, D., Shaw, T., Hearn, L., Epstein, M., 

Monks, H., Lester, L., & Thomas, L. 2009. Australian Covert Bullying 

Prevalence Study (ACBPS). Child Health Promotion Research Centre, Edith 

Cowan University, Perth.  

 

 

Digital technologies are very much a part of life and learning, offering a wide range of 

tools and platforms for social and educational engagement. However, the risks of the 

digital environment must be acknowledged and addressed. Being cybersafe and 

acting ethically is the responsibility of all members of each school community. 

Cybersafe schools require a multi-layered ethical, educational, legal and technological 

response.  

 

3. The Responsibilities of Edmund Rice College  
 

The College aims to treat all members of the College community with dignity 
and respect and:  
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• Manages the Enrolment Application document and statutory obligations (such 

as Part 5A of the Education Act) so that schools are able to obtain relevant 

student history that may involve violent behaviour, including bullying, 

harassment, intimidation and/or threatening behaviour.  

• Provides opportunities for training staff in appropriate anti-bullying responses 

including cyber safety, restorative justice practices, mediation and developing 

social skills in students.  

• Provides documentation that includes plans and procedures for implementing 

anti-bullying practices.  

• Informs and makes available to students, staff and parent/carers copies of the 

student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology procedures.  

• Provides education to students, staff and parent/carers about anti-bullying 

strategies and the responsible use of technology.  

• Incorporates student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology 

procedures within the College’s Pastoral Care Policy, which include specific 

reference to anti-bullying contact information for School Liaison Police and/or 

other support services available to the school’s community.  

• Implements a sequential management plan for minimising bullying and cyber-

bullying, involving graduated sanctions and appropriate support for all students 

involved in bullying situations.  

• Provides documented advice for students, staff and parent/carers on ways to 

report bullying/cyber- bullying to College Leadership Team.  

• Investigates complaints of bullying and cyber-bullying in a manner that respects 

the dignity and privacy of those involved.  

• Notifies parent/carers of bullying incidents involving their children.  

• Notifies	  the	  Police	  Youth	  Liaison	  Officer	  if	  the	  bullying	  situation	  has	  involved	  violence,	  threat	  
of	  harm	  or	  alleged	  criminal	  conduct.	  

• Maintain records of bullying incidents and related interventions  

• Regularly review and evaluate student anti-bullying and responsible use of 

technology procedures to ensure they are contemporary and sustainable.  

 

4. Responsibilities: Staff  
 

Staff will aim to treat all members of the school community with dignity and 
respect and:  

• Implement the student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology 
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procedures by responding promptly and appropriately to reported incidents of 

bullying.  

• Support the student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology procedures 

through positive modelling and the promotion of appropriate behaviour.  

• Access professional learning to support appropriate anti-bullying responses 

which could include cyber safety, restorative justice practices, mediation and 

developing social skills in students.  

• Implement all relevant aspects of the College’s Pastoral Care/Behaviour policy.  

Teachers will aim to treat all members of the school community with dignity and 
respect and:  

• Provide opportunities to students in the positive use of technology.  

• Embed critical thinking, values clarification, respectful relationships and 

developing empathy into learning and teaching practice.  

• Respond to bullying and cyber-bullying concerns by providing age appropriate 

guidance and boundaries so that students can learn to self-regulate.  

• implement all relevant aspects of the College’s Pastoral Care Policy.  

 

5. Responsibilities: Students  
 

Students will aim to treat all members of the school and wider community with 
dignity and respect and:  

• Follow the student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology procedures 

regarding student-student, student-staff and student-community member 

relationships.  

• Immediately seek help from a trusted adult if aware of or involved in a bullying 

or cyber-bullying incident.  

• Seek support if bullied and refrain from retaliating in any bullying incident.  

• Participate in learning experiences that address understandings, values and 

skills relating to anti- bullying and responsible use of technology.  

• Agree that any social networking site that identifies the school by name or 

image or implication is part of the school environment and may be dealt with 

according to the College’s Pastoral Care Policy and anti-bullying procedures.  
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6. Responsibilities: Parents/Carers  
 

Parents/Carers have a responsibility to treat all members of the school 
community with dignity and respect and:  

• Read and abide by the student anti-bullying and responsible use of technology 

procedures as part of the application for enrolment at the College.  

• Work collaboratively with the school in providing opportunities for education on 

issues related to student safety and wellbeing.  

• Notify the school promptly of all bullying situations involving their children.  

• Follow the student anti-bullying procedures to report bullying or cyber-bullying, 

whether actual or suspected.  

• Model prudent use of technology.  

• Supervise and discuss internet content and time spent using technology to help 

children grow into ethical and responsible digital citizens.  

• Discuss appropriate responses to bullying and cyber-bullying including 

encouraging children to always disclose to a trusted adult if this occurs.  

• Provide expectations of responsible online behaviour including: skills that will 

enable children to identify the need to leave online situations which place them 

at risk; how to report inappropriate material or conduct; consequences for 

inappropriate behaviour, including possible sanctions as outlined in the 

College’s Pastoral Care Policy.  

• Provide appropriate protection and safety such as filtering devices for their 

children when using various technologies.  

• Report serious matters of out-of-school hours bullying and cyber-bullying to the 

Police or other appropriate authority (such as the Internet Service Provider) 

and, as relevant, to the school.  
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POLICIES FOR REPORTING COMPLAINTS AND RESOLVING GRIEVANCES 
 

PURPOSE OF A COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE 
At Edmund Rice College we are committed to providing a safe and supportive work 
and learning environment for all employees and students. We acknowledge that 
employees, students and parents can sometimes feel aggrieved about something that 
is happening at the College which appears to be discriminatory, constitute harassment 
or cause concern. An employee, student, parent or community member can have a 
complaint about any decision, behaviour, act or omission (whether by the Principal, 
members of the leadership team or other employees) that they feel is discriminatory or 
unreasonable. Sometimes the aggrieved person can address the issue by raising the 
complaint directly with the person involved with the issue. However that is not always 
possible, and sometimes several attempts at local or face-to-face resolution have 
been attempted or have taken place with little success. Whilst most issues can be 
resolved through direct discussion with the parties, there may be instances in which to 
take up the issue with the other person on a face-to-face basis is not possible.  
Examples of complaints covered by this procedure include: 

" issues related to student discipline procedures  
" issues related to learning and teaching  
" damage/loss of personal property  
" bullying and harassment 

In conjunction with this complaints procedure: 
Note should be taken of relevant legislation, guidelines, policies and procedures 
pertinent to the issue, including for instance: 

" Work Health and Safety issues 
" Child Protection issues 
" Staff Relations 

Making a complaint: 
Some complaints, because of the seriousness of their nature, should be referred 
immediately to the Principal – e.g. complaints about behaviour which places others at 
risk of serious harm. Parents are ill advised to approach the children of other families 
with a school related complaint. This is often a sensitive area and in order to protect all 
the parties it is advisable to work through the relevant teacher or member of the 
school leadership.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Before making a formal complaint:  If a problem or concern that arises 
within a school cannot be resolved with the person involved with the issue, 
then it would normally be raised with an appropriate staff member with a 
view to discussing the issue and seeking resolution of such problems or 
concerns.  

1.2 Making a formal complaint:  If the above process of raising the concern, 
obtaining the facts, and obtaining resolution is not producing a satisfactory 
outcome, the following procedure can be used.  The purpose of this 
procedure is to offer a process by which 
employees/students/parents/community members can have complaints 
addressed. For example, if you feel that you are being harassed or 
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discriminated against, this complaints handling procedure is available to 
you so your concerns can be dealt with in an appropriate manner.  Who 
may use this procedure?  

- All employees  
- Students within the school  
- Parents of students at the school 
- Members of the wider community 
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2. KEY ELEMENTS OF OUR COMPLAINTS HANDLING PROCEDURE 
2.1 Impartiality and procedural fairness: If you make a complaint, it will be 

investigated in a fair and impartial manner. No judgements or assumptions 
will be made, and no action will be taken until the investigation is complete. 
If a complaint is made against you, your rights will be protected and you will 
be given an opportunity to tell your side of the story.  

2.2 Confidentiality: You can feel secure that if you do make a complaint under 
this procedure it will remain confidential. The only people who will have 
access to information about the complaint will be the person making the 
complaint, the person to whom the complaint is made and the investigating 
staff member. The person about whom the complaint is made also has a 
right to be informed.  

2.3 No victimisation: You can also rest assured that if you make a complaint 
you will not suffer in any way as a consequence. The Principal of the 
College will ensure that a person who makes a complaint is not victimised 
in any way.  

2.4 Vexatious or malicious complaints: There is an underlying assumption 
that complaints are made in good faith (and with good will) and with an 
intention for resolution as opposed to retribution. 

2.5 Timeliness: Each complaint will be finalised within as short a period of time 
as possible. Complainants will be advised if the matter cannot be finalised 
within one month. 

 
3. WHAT TO DO IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT 

3.1 Approach the person involved: In many situations, the most appropriate 
thing to do first is to tell the person who is the cause of the complaint how 
you feel. If the complaint is about their behaviour, tell them that it is 
offensive/hurtful/not acceptable. If it is about a work decision, tell them why 
you think it is discriminatory or harassment or so unreasonable. Telling the 
person will give them a chance to stop or change what they are doing or 
explain what they had decided and why.  

3.2 Contact the College: Where you feel you cannot approach the person 
directly or you are not happy with their response or reaction, then you can 
explain the problem to the appropriate person at the College. An inquiry at 
the school reception may be the first point of contact for people with 
complaints. You will be advised as to the person designated to deal with the 
nature of the complaint. This person may be a middle leader or Deputy 
Principal. The designated person will advise you about what your options 
are and what will happen if you make a formal complaint.  

 
4. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? 

4.1 Once you have made the complaint to the College, that person will then 
consider whether there are any reasons why he/she should proceed to deal 
with the complaint. For example, the person you complained about may be 
a personal friend. If there is such a reason which indicates it is 
inappropriate for the designated person to deal with your complaint, it will, 
with your consent, be referred to another appropriate person.  

4.2 The designated person will then interview you or organise another 
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appropriate person to interview you. During this interview a number of 
things will be explained to you, such as what will happen if the complaint is 
found to be supported by the evidence, or if it is found to be not supported 
by the evidence.  

4.3 The designated person will then speak to the person about whom the 
complaint is made to hear their side of the story. Any witnesses will also be 
interviewed. These interviews will be conducted separately and impartially. 
Written reports about the complaint may be requested. The importance of 
confidentiality will be stressed to all parties and they will be warned of the 
consequences if there is a breach of confidentiality (e.g. possible 
defamation action, initiation of a complaint for harassment).  

4.4 The designated person will then tell you what the other people said and 
discuss what should be done to sort out the problem. You should tell the 
person what action you would like taken, e.g. a written apology from the 
person, a written warning, etc. This allows the designated person to 
understand, from your perspective, what you believe you need from the 
process. It will not dictate the remedy that might ultimately apply. 
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5. REVIEW 
If the complaint remains unresolved it will be reviewed by the Principal. They will 
make a final decision as to the outcome of the complaint. 

 
6. POSSIBLE OUTCOMES 

6.1 If the complaint is upheld or sustained, the following are possible outcomes 
depending on the nature of the complaint: 
" An agreement between the parties. 
" A verbal apology. 
" A written apology. Where staff members are the subject of a complaint, 

action taken may be as stated in the Staff Relations Policy. Where 
students are the subject of a complaint, action taken may be as stated 
in the relevant student discipline and pastoral care policies. 

6.2 If a complaint is not upheld or not substantiated (e.g. there is insufficient 
evidence) but some issues come out of the investigation that are required 
to be addressed then, possible outcomes include: 
" Relevant training for employees and/or students; and/or 
" Monitoring of the behaviour of employees and/or students 
" Counselling for the aggrieving person 
" Mediation at the local level. 

6.3 If the complaint is proved not to have happened at all, or if there is evidence 
that the complaint was made with the main purpose or intent of causing 
distress to the other named as the source of the grievance, the following 
are possible outcomes:  
" Counselling for the person who made the complaint. 
" A written apology from the person who made the complaint. 
" An official warning. 
" Referral for disciplinary action for students and staff - The relevant 

designated person will make sure that whatever outcome is decided 
upon actually happens. The designated person or the College Principal 
(unless they are the object of the complaint or grievance) will also 
assess the effectiveness of the outcome from time to time. 

 
7. APPEALS 

The recommended avenue for appeal if you feel that the complaints procedure 
has not been followed properly, or that the outcome is unacceptable to you. 

" To the Principal if he has not been involved in investigating or 
examining the complaints, or is not the person named as the source of 
the grievance 
- The way the complaint was handled and examines the outcome. 
- He/she believes it was handled properly and that the outcome was 

appropriate he/she will take no further action. 
- If he/she thinks that the complaint was not handled properly, or that 

 the outcome was inappropriate, he/she will organise for the 
complaint to be looked at again. 

" To an external agency if you are not happy with the way your 
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complaint has been dealt with by the College, you may wish to go to an 
external agency for further advice and assistance. You may take your 
complaint to the external agency at any stage in the procedure if you 
are unhappy with progress in dealing with your complaint. The agencies 
that would most likely have jurisdiction are: 
- Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (Federal) 
- NSW Anti-Discrimination Board  

 

8. RECORD KEEPING 
Records of complaints, interviews and other documentation related to a 
complaint are kept at the College (where dealt with at school level) in a separate 
complaints file. If the complaint is about a person, documents are placed in a 
restricted access file in the Principal’s office. If there is considered to be serious 
ongoing management or care issues relating to a complaint, there will need to be 
a cross-reference to the restricted file on the staff member or student file.  

 
9. DESIGNATED PERSONS FOR COMPLAINTS 

The College will decide the appropriate person and will nominate the 
designated person/s responsible for dealing with complaints in specific areas of 
school activity. When this occurs it should be clearly communicated to staff, 
parents and students, as relevant. A designated person will generally be a 
Middle Leader or the Deputy Principal or Principal. If you are uncertain about 
who is the designated person for a specific issue, then contact the College office 
for this information.  
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PARENT, STUDENT AND TEACHER SATISFACTION 
 

In 2016 the following results were obtained from a Parent Survey: 
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STUDENTS 
 

All students in 2016 were asked to complete the following survey fro each of their 
subject classes. The results provided valuable feedback for Subject Teachers and 
Heads of Faculties that enabled them to review the effectiveness of their teaching 
practices. This information provided part of their Annual Professional Review. 
 
 

CLASS SURVEY 2016 
 

On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 - Strongly Agree) (4 - Agree) (3 - OK (2 - Disagree) (1 - 
Strongly Disagree) Complete the following questions. The purpose of this form is to 
allow you to give ideas to the teacher about how this class might be improved. 

• I am committed to my learning in this class 

• I make a positive contribution to class discussion 

• I make an effort to cooperate with the teacher 

• I am respectful to the teacher and other students in this class 

• I complete homework and assignments in this class 
Lesson Preparation and Classroom Management 

• The teacher is organised and well prepared * 

• The learning that takes place in the classroom is interesting and relevant * 

• The teacher is approachable and willing to help me * 

• Rules are reinforced fairly and consistently * 

• Cooperation and participation are encouraged in class * 

• Our class is well managed and students can learn easily *5 

• Different opinions are encouraged and accepted * 

• I am encouraged to think for myself * 

• The teacher has a good rapport with students * 
Curriculum and Teaching Style 

• A variety of strategies and activities occur in this class * 

• The teacher has a strong knowledge of the subject * 

• I am encouraged to explore new ideas * 

• The teacher is aware of my level of learning * 

• The teacher explains things clearly * 

• Technology is used in the class on a regular basis * 
Expectations and Feedback 

• The teacher sets high standards and expectations * 

• The teacher keeps me informed of my progress * 

• A range of assessments are used to monitor progress * 
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• I receive good feedback on my work * 

• My teacher is encouraging of my achievements * 
Please answer the following: 

• What are the positive aspects of this class that best support your learning? * 

• Are there any aspects of this class that hinder you in respect to your learning? 
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Financial Summary 

The following graphs reflect the aggregated income and expenditure for the year 
ended 31st Dec 2016. This data is consistent with that reported in the 2016  Non-
Government Schools Financial Questionnaire (for 2016). 
 
Summary Financial Information: 

• Total income from all sources:   $17,993,002 
• Total expenditure:   $18,303,471 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

42.67	  

14.93	  

1.02	  

29.89	  

1.26	  0	  

Total	  Income	  

Commonwealth	  Recurrent	  
Grants	  

State	  Recurrent	  Grants	  

	  Government	  Capital	  Grant	  	  

Fees	  and	  Private	  Income	  

Loan	  Borrowing	  

56.17	  

26.03	  

9.4	  

Total	  Expenditure	  

Salaries	  and	  Related	  
Expenditure	  

Non-‐Salary	  Expenditure	  

Capital	  Expenditure	  
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